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'American People Are Giving Evidence of a Refusal to Be Fooled
By the Statements and Promises of the Democrats and Progressives Argument Is Logically RJade That Prosperity
Has Increased Under Present Administration and
It Will Continue to Grow If Republican Party
Is Retained in Charge of Nation's Affairs

i

dark.
"The American people," he continued, "nave more than once surprised
those who thougjht the people were
being successfuly fooled and i believe
that a similar surprise awaits our opponents on the coming fifth of No'
vember.
The statement in part follows:
"In view of erroneous statements
regarding the causes of the four years
of depression which followed the second election of President Cleveland
it may be well to recall the facts. In
his formal letter of acceptance September 26, 1892, Mr. Cleveland emphasized the need of. 'tariff reform' and
made it the leading issue between the
parties. 'Tariff reform is still our

coming election. Mr. Knox points out
that during the three years there
have been a gain of $541,311,095 in
our foreign 'trade, the total value of
exports for the fiscal year ending

jnirpose,' he said.

v..,--

-

"The somewhat puerile argument
has been advanced that these dep!or--l
able conditions could not have been
due to impending 'tariff reforms' because they arose nearly two years before the enactment of the Wilson tariff bill. It should be unnecessary to
say that when there are signs of a
cyclone the rational man does not
wait for the storm to hit his house
before getting into the cyclone cellar The Wilson bill was in sight
above the horizon on the morning after the general November election oi
1S92 and capital and industry began
their start for the cellar, JuBt as, l
fear, they will take to shelter again
'should the Baltimore platform of 'a
tariff for revenue only' be approved
by the "American people November 6.
was undoubtedly
"Mr.' Cleveland
sincere in his belief that 'the alarming and extraordinary business situation,' as he called it in his special
message of August 8, 1893, was due to
the Sherman silver purchase act, hut
the fact remains t.at after the act
November 1,
had been repealed
1893, the business situation became
more and more alarming and Amerwere
ican energy and enterprise
prostrate throughout Mr. Clevelanus
term, being vivified again with the
election of McKinley and the consequent assurance that tno 'tariff reform' experiment .would soon give
way to protection.
"The growth of our foreign trade
during three fiscal years of my administration has been set forth by
Secretary Knox in a statement which
ought to be read by every American
who intends to cast his ballot In the

June 30, 1912, being $2,204,322,199;
the trade balance for 1912 in favor
of the United States being $551,057,-475- .
Under the minimum
tarift
clause of the Maine tariff law, practically the entire world , has received
favored
'most
nation treatment'.
American exports to Germany alone
have increased $57,000,000.
During
the same period our trade with practically all Europe has increased in
exports $205,000,000 and our exports
to Canada have grown from $215,990,-02in 1910 to $329,527,302 in 1912.
"As Secretary Knox says, the foreign market is a vital consideration
in our industrial life and wherever
we may look we find American products forging their way into the great
markets of the world. To quote from
a leading newspaper: 'The figures are
almost bewildering.
They tell the
story of prosperity which should fTSt
be disturbed.'
"Then why disturb it?.. 1 would not
suspect the democratic candidates
for the White House and for the capital, of such falsity to tlielr pledges
that they do not intend to disturb it.
Their speech is very much like that
which heralded the election of Mr.
Cleveland and they may be presumed,
in justice to themselves, to be as sincere in their purposes as be was.
Therefore they do intend to disturj
the prosperous business we are now
enjoying at home and with foreign
countries for our toreign trade s
based largely on provisions of tnei
Payne tariff law which the democratic party condemns and proposes to
1
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The wind today blew
everybody
gjood
and then some.

"
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OF ONE
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TROUBLE IS BREWING.
IS
CUT OFF SORRY HE DIDN'T - TESTIFY PREVENTS RELEASE OF REBELS BY DESTRUCTION OF SPUTUM.
Oct. 28. Officials! ADRIANOPLE
Washington,
here welcome the announcement from
Havana that the leaders of the two THAT IMPORTANT CITY IS EX- - THINKS HE MADE MISTAKE BY FORMERLY . STATE - OFFICIALS DOCTORS
PLEAD FOR EDUCATICftf
political factions have undertaken to
PECTED TO FALL IN A FEW
STAYING OFF THE WITTURNED
THEM
ON
LOSE
OF
PEOPLE ALONG SANIabandon their
mass mest- '
NESS STAND.
HOURS
HABEAS CORPUS
TARY LINES.
ings, which have already resulted in
several serious collisions.
But the

impression prevails here that uie SERVIANS AREMUCH
ADMIRED BITTERLY CONDEMNS GUNMEN WILD RUMORORE STARTED TUBERCULOSIS DAY MEETING
danger of an outbreak on a large
scale had merely been averted and
that unless there is a decided change ARMY OF LITTLE NATION START SAYS ROSE, VALLON AND" WEB- IT IS REPORTED MARTIAL LAW GATHERING UNDER AUSPICES OF
in the attitude of the leaders the real
BER ARE TRIO OF DANGERWILL BE ESTABLISHED IN
LES EUROPE WITH ITS AC
PRINTERS IS MOST
trouble may be' expected after elec"
OUS CROOKS.
.. TEXA8
COMPLISHMENTS
.i
PROFITABLE.
tion day, next Friday
TRIAL IS .DELA , ED.
Salem, Mass., Oct. 28. Because oi
the continued illness of Juror John
N. Carter, the trial ol J. J. Ettdr,
Giovannitti ana Joseph Caruso
for the alleged murder oi Anna
was postponed today until Wed
nesday.
Carter, who was taken ill with grip
Friday night, was reported to be improved, but his physicians advised
that he remain in his room for two
days more at least.
uo-piz-

e
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OCTOBER 28, 1912.

THE ALLIES ARE CLOSING

Ar-tur- o

Oct. 28. President
Washington,
Taft has made public a statement in
which he declares
that the "four
years of depression which followed
election
of President
the second
Cleveland" were due to the promise
of tariff reform and the democratic,
changes in the tariff that followed.
The president said that the issues
the voters are clear; on the
one hand prosperity and real progress; on the other, a leap in the
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Hard Times Sure to Ensue K Protective
Tariff Is Removed
HE SEES A TURNING

TELEGRAPH

HOPE OF NEW
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TURKISH ARMS If BECKER GIVES UP ARMY'S

VOT ERS
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repeal. '

HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTIVES.
Denver, Oct. 28. Announcement of
an endowment gift of $25,000 for the
Joseph E. Sboemaerg Memorial hospital building," dedicated yesterday as
a part of the National Jewish Hospital for Consumptives, was made today. The building was erected at a
cost of $40,000.
The visitors at the dedication included Samuel Grabfelder of Philadelphia, president of the nospital;
Dr. Lee K. Frankel of New York and
Colonel M. Shoenberg of St. Louis.
Dedicatory exercises also were held
for the Dudley C. Shoenberg farm,
the gift of Louis D. Shoenberg of
New York.

LAND OFFICERS
REMOVED.
28
Oct.
President
Washington,
Taft has removed Edwin L. Barnes,
registrar of the land office at Great
Falls, Mont., and accepted the resignation of Receiver Wilson of the
same office. The action follows an
Investigation. Successors will oe
named in a few days.

IVELSBN'

THINKS fIC HAS

'CINCH' 0NT1 ELECTION
DECLARES IN A SPEECH
'
THAT VICTORY IS

TODAY

2S.
October
London, England,
In addition to the capture of the
town of
by the Bulgarian
troops they have been pushing for
ward, according to the latest reports
from the eastern side, in the hope of
entirely destroying the Turkish army
Eskl-Bab-

a

defeated at
At the same time the invaders are
carylng out a wide, sweeping movement reaching almost to the shores
of the Black Sea, and still' other col
umns are completing the circle around
Adrianople, Bulgarians assert the fate
of Adrianople is practically sealed.
Despite the perils of the situation;
however, the Turks have nit lost hope
of retrieving themselves.
According
to a dispatch from Constatinople suf
ficient Turkish reinforcements have
now reached the front to enable the
Turkish commander-in-chie- f
to assume
the offensive. It is stated that three
Turkish columns are moving toward
the north, and tliat these columns are
to he supported by'' other Turkish
troops being taken hy water to the
Turkish ports on the . Black Sea.
Whether they will be in time to do
any good is problematical.
Meanwhile European military circles
are sounding the praise of the Servian army's achievements.
The Servians, from, whom Europe did not expect much, are now in possession of
virtually the whole of old Servia, and,
in conjunction with the Montenegrins,
hold the best part of the district of
Novipazar. The Servian columns have
obtained possession of the Turkish
railroad from Mitrovitza, its northern
terminus, down to Uskup and they
are following the defeated Turkish
army to Velos, farther to the south.
The Bulgarian column
with the Servian army in the western
part of the peninsula has occupied
and threatens to cut off the retreat of the Turks to the sputh.
The Greek army, too, is makins
steady headway. Its capture of
is considered of the utmost
importance, for with Pentepigedia in
Greek hands, the whole country to
the north is easily accessible to the
advance of the Greek army and the
way is also left open to Janina, the
Turkish base in the far western re--

Wetschester, Pa., Oct. 28. "In the
face of certain democratic victory the
prosperity of the country is going on
uninterruptedly," said Governor Wilson
in his first campaign speech since he
broke his speaking campaign' a week
New
ago.
"Pennsylvania expects,
Jersey expects, tha whole country expects the democratic ticket to win,"
he continued. "There is not a business man in the country who has a
fear of interruption of his business
punlesB he is breaking the laws of the
land, the laws of honor. I hope these
men are afraid and that their fears
will be justified."
Crowds welcomed him on his way
from Philadelphia to Westchester.
He spoke twice here,' at. a democratic
rally! in the theater and at an overflow meeting outside.
The governor declared that the "old
threats, ancient shibboleths and worn
out cries about panics are not being
seriously regarded by the thinking gion.
The Greek plan is, clearly, to effect
people of the country. In the second
speech Governor Wilson made here a junction of all the Greek armies and
then march on Solonlki: The Montehe said:
"Did you see that remarkable let- negrins, hampered by rain and the
ter issued by the vice president of stubborn resistance of the Turks, are
the United States thfe other day in still hammering away at Tarakosch
which he said men who did not have and Scutari.
In one of the greatest strokes of
bank accounts were not interested in
Banks"; that men who did not con- their campaign, the Bulgarians have
duct' great enterprises wqre not in- cut the railroad between Constantiterested in th4! commerce of the coun-- ' nople and Adrianople anil have thus
'"
'
isolated the latter city. That was intry?
"Can you conceive of a point of dicated today in a spatial
iisp:itch
view like that if I have not money from Sofia, which declares the invadenough deposited in a bank I have ers had seized a Turkish military
to scrape along by the skin of my train on the railroad.
The Greeks, who have been left
teeth to pay my way by my daily
wages, if you please, I am not inter- out of some calculations in regard'
ested, according to that view, in what to the future, now put forward a claim
is done with the money of the coun that the portion of Turkey in which
try and what the banks do is then the Greek crown prince's army is opernone of my business.
ating must fall to them. In a semi"The long and short of that doc- official statement, the Greeks point
trine is that we who are servants have cut that the country mentioned and
no right to look into the affairs of that to the north contain a purely
our masters. I am very much inter- Greek population, who naturally exested in who is my master. I believe pect that under no circumstasces
that the great mass of the people are shall they be placed under anything
more Interested in banks than bank- but Hellenic rule.
The first uncensured
accounts
ers and that the great body of workhave
ing people .in this country are more of the battle at
Is-li- p

..'''
'

'

DATE IS ADVANCED.
Washington, Oct. 28. The supreme
court today advanced to December 2
the date for argument in the cases involving the constitutionality of the
newspaper section of the postal ap- interested In its industrial enterprises
than those who control them."
propriation laws.

Klrk-Kilisse- h

rContinued

on Page Five)

New York, Oct. 28. "I am no longmy lawyers will get
me a new trial; I might say I am
hopeless of a successful appeal."
With these words former Police
Lieutenant Charles Becker in his cell
today again lamented the fact thai
he failed to take the stand at the trial
at which he was condemned to the
electric chair for the murder of Her
man Rosenthal.
He repeated nis
statement that he had no cbtmcction
y itli the murder and charged that the
in'frmers Rose, Vallon and Webber,
not only engineered the crime, but

er optimistic that

had planned to rnuHcr another gam-ler. The plot had miscafri.-- . 1, he add- -

AMERICANS GETTING
TO BE HARD BOOZERS
GOVERNMENT " FiOtirlES
SHOW
THEY ARE DRINKING MORE
WHISKY

Washington, Oct. 28 Officials here
today denied that there was any purpose on the part of President Taft
to declare martial law over any part
of Texas as an incident' to the con
tinuance of the revolution in Mexico.
It has, however, been found neces
sary to enlarge the police powers of
the regular army patrolling the border.
This aplies not only to the
mere arrest of armed rebels crossing
the line to escape pursuit, but also
to

their

detention.

Serious embarrass-

ment to the officers charged with the
execution of the neutrality laws has
followed the discharge by state judicial officers under habeas corpus
of fugitives held by the army and officials of the department of justice
and this difficulty is to be met by
guarding those refuges as military
prisoners beyond the reach of state
officers.
Five officers of Orozco's staff, captured in Texas and held by soldiers,
wera released under writs of habeas
was or
corpus, althougn their
dered from Washington as soon as
news of this action reached here.
Major Aslarte and Colonel de la
Fuente are the only ones who can be
found, and they will be held under
Section 14 of the neutrality act pass
ed at the session of congress under
"detention" rather than "interned,"
which might be regarded as a recog
nition of the belligerency of the reb
els. There will be close
hereafter between the United States
deputy marshals and secret service men
and the regular army in making arrests, which is expected to result ii
a more wholesome regard for the neutrality law.

Washington, Oct. 28. The American people are drinking more whisky
and beer and smoking more cigars and
cigarettes than ever before in history,
according to tax returns received by
Royal E. Cabell, commissioner of in
ternal revenue. From July 1 to October 1, 1912, more than 3,800,000,000
cigarettes were smoked, an increase of
one billion over the corresponding period of the previous year, which hroke
all records.
The nation consumed 33,150,000 gal
lons of whiskey during July, August
andvSeptember, an increase of 450,000
gallons as compared with that quarter
of 1911 while nearly 1,950,000,000 cigars were smoked during that time. KILLS WIFE'S
PARENTS
The cigar consumption promises to
establish a new record.
AFTER BEING REBUFFED
A total of 19,800,000 barels of beer
were consumed
the three
during
barrels YOUNG
months, which was 320,000
WISCONSIN
FARMER
mora than in the same period of 1911.
WIPES OUT WHOLE FAMILY
This somewhat surprised revenue ofWITH A GUN.
ficials, as beer drinking fell off considerably during the fiscal year end
Sheboygan, Wis., Oct' 28 Alvin
ing June 30, last That decrease
aged 33, a young farmer of
Roehr,
was partly accounted for by Commis.shot and killed
Plymouth,
sioner Cabell by the increased pop- his father-in-law- , yesterday
Phillip J. Ott, Mrs.
ularity of buttermilk as a summer Ott and Mrs. Ott's father, Fred Haut,
drink.
aged 80, when he was refused permission to see his wife, with whom he
BLALOONS STILL FLYING.
had not been living. '
Berlin, Oct. 28. All the balloons
Mrs. Roehr and her baby escaped
participating in the international race by hiding for three hours. Roehr's
for the Gordon Bennet ... cup, that body was found today- hanging to a
started yesterday from Stuttgart still tree in the woods about a quarter of
are afloat. According to dispatches a mile from the scene of the
tragedy.
received from various points at - When Roehr, who lived just' across
o'clock this afternoon, they generally the
road, went to' 'Ott's home and dewere heading to the east after sailing manded to see his wife, the grandfathnorthward during the night. They er answered the door, but refused uie
all were about the latitude of Berlin.
young man admittance. Roehr went
It is regarded as probable that the home, returned with a
shotgun and
winner again will be carried to Rus killed Haut. As Ott and his wile
sia.
came out of the door Roehr shot therr
The American balloon Million Pop also, both shots entering the breast
ulation, piloted by John Berry, is re- and killing them. - The young husported to have landed at 4 o'clock this band next entered the 'house 4n
afternoon at Grambln near Uecker-muend- search of his wife, but she had heard
in the vicinity of
the shots and had taken her baby
Sea.
and hidden in a cupboard where she
remained until Roehr leU.
The only eye witness to the triple
VAUGHN
NOT ILL. '
New York, Oct. 28. Friends oi shooting was the
adopted
Father Vaughn of the Jesuit Fathers son of Ott, who was at the milk
of London, denied today reports that shed. Thinking the entire family had
he was ill. He is in New York, they been killed, he went upstairs and hid
said, and expected to leave within in bed where he was found by a physthe next two weeks for San Francis- ician. Roehr's father committed suico where he will lecture during the cide about, five years ago. Ott was
;
a well known stock raiser.
latter part of November.
,
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White Plague Facts
Flies
tuberculosis
carry
germs.
Neglect to fumigate contain- nated articles spreads tuber- .
CU1061S.
All sputum from tubercular
patients should be burned.
Dishes used hy tubercular
patient should be scalded.
No tubercular patient should
be employed, in the prepara- tion or serving of foods.
Fresh air and sunlight are
the enemies of tuberculosis
germs and the friends of tu-bercular patients and those
who wish to avoid the disease.
Carelessness Is the greatest
cause of the spread of tuber- culosis.

4,

.

If very atom or eputi
ated by tubercular patiest should be
destroyed, as is done ty many conscientious sufferers from that disease,
the gTeat white plague would disappear entirely from the face of the
earth in one generation.
This fact was brought out last
night at the Tuberuclcsis Day program at the First Methodist church,
participated in by Dr. Anna Rice, Dr.
F. H. Crail and Dr. R. K. McClanahan,
and attended by members of the Las
Vegas local of the International Typographical union and an audience of
townspeople which packed the edifice
to the doors.
I
"

j
Dr. Rice's Talk.
Dr. Rice asserted that clean Eving
and fresh air fortify the human system against the ravages of tuberculosis bacilli and are Instrumental la
assisting those suffering from the
disease to recover. She asserted that
public buildings should be better ventilated and school teachers should
be taught that children need plenty
of fresh air and sunlight. It Is
through the medium of fresh air that
oxygen is taken into the blood to
combat the germs of tuberculosis
and other diseases. If fresti air is denied the lungs they are incapable of
invigorating the blood. Dr. Rice de- clared liquor and tobacco inject poisons into the blood and make the hu- -.
man race more likely to diseases..
Flies Are Dangerous.

A paper read by Dr. Crail and a
question box conducted
by Dr.
demonstrated that not sufficient care Is taken to prevent the
spread of tuberculosis. Promiscuous
spitting, careless washing of dishes,
allowing flies to frequent dining
rooms, kitchens and other
places
where food is stored, cooked or eaten,
neglect to fumigate rooms occupied
by persons suffering from tuberculosis before admitting other people to
occupancy, careless washing of bedding, handkerchiefs and many other;
lapses of care that are frequent lit
every city were denounced as aiding
in spreading the great white plague..
The rembarks of the speakers also
brought out the fact tnat it is not dangerous for persons not infected with
tuberculosis to attend the wants of
tubercular patients providing proper
health and hygienic rules are observed. It was shown, too, that one Is
as likely to costract tuberculosis
in New Mexico as In any Other part of the country provided

(Continued

on Page Two).
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CAS VEGAS DAILY

HALS
DIE

LOSE TO
CITY

HIGHS

Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 21 The
team from the Albuquerque high
scnool Saturday defeated the eleven
of New Mexico Normal University at
Las Vegas, In the first game to be
played on the new gridiron at Association park. The features were the
playing of Hesselden, the basketball
style of game used by the locals, and
the way the Las Vegans wised up to
new style football in half a game.
The final score was 31 to 19.
The contest at the start appeared
to be a walk away for the Las Vegans,
for they made their distance several
times after recovering the
from
thelr wn k,ckofl:- - Things looked blue

for the high school, when they finally
buckled down and held Las Vegas for
downs. This particular Instance of
holding was due to Sellers, who dumped a Vegas back as neatly as though
he had been playing football all his
life. The high school, on the second
play, initiated a play that gained conthem

throughout the
game. A double Shift was called, the
ends and half backs going far out,
and Hesselden dropped back as
though for a punt. Instead of punting, he made a forward pass to Far-relFarrell made a beautiful catch,
grasping the ball while runnling at
full speed, and was off for the goal
line. He shook off one tackier, but
was caught and downed just after he
had crossed the goal line. His run
was all of 60 yards, possibly 70.
Las Vegas tried a forward pass as
soon as they received the hall on the
kickoff, but the locals got away with
the ball. Shortly afterward the high
school repeated the forward pass
stunt, except that J. McCanna carried the ball across. Two plays, after
the kickoff, they again repeated this
performance and for the first time
kicked goal.
At the beginning of the second
period, Las Vegas began to solve the
problem of the forward passes that
l.
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No Boiling,

i)

is taking the place of coffee in thousands of homes

k

"There's

a

Reason"

cannot give it up.
Many persons realize vaguely that coffee is injurious, but think they
Such will find the breakfast cup just as hot, snappy and comforting when they shift to

nstant Postum
It is regular Postum in concentrated form nothing added.

No Boiling Required

MM

Instant Postum is sold by grocers.
Send 2c stamp (to cover postage) for

POSTDM

CEREAL

p

tin, 30c;
free sample.

CO., LTD., BATTLE

p

"ready-to-wear-

,"

e"

he Is not watchful and does not demand that tubercular patients observe every possible care to prevent
the ' distribution of germs from their
sputum.
It was shown

,

e

e.

The Wooltex Paris Fashion Bureau watches for and purchase every
new and good idea that Paris designer produce.
The Wooltex Bureau of Design at the superb Wooltex factory, adopts,
adapts and utilizes these idea as fast as they appear. The Wooltex
makers frequently pay $300 or more for a Paris model, merely to secure
a detail of trimming or cut, which will then appear in the Wooltex suit
you get at $25 to $40.
Fabrics, colors, combinations, style characteristics are selected by US.
Ws know what you want and we choose from among the Wooltex models those which we know will appeal to you The variety is so
great that every Wooltex merchant: can exercise his own Individuality
and judgment
The style chosen by us are then made up especially for us (and for
you). Wooltex garments are never sold from a factory stock.
,

I

And so you see that the

or.
The meeting was a great success
from every standpoint. Rev. E. C.
Anderson, Rev. Neil B. Green, Rev.
Norman Skinner and Rev. GrimnV a
state official of the Christian church,
conducted the religious nide of the
services and the Methodist choir furnished beautiful music. In introducing the first speaker of the evening
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the
First Methodist church, declared tne
church has begun to awaken to the
g
fact that it must play its part in
to man's physical welfare as
well as to his moral and spiritual life.
Mr. Anderson said df the church must
help mankind to attain to eternal life
it must also help in making the
physical life a long and healthy one
in order that men may be more useful as Christians end citizens.
Dr. McClanahan's Question Box.
Following are some of the questions
answered by Dr. McCianahan:
Q. Are library books a source ot

'

ence.

"Wooltex way" is really a
sort of wholesale

custom-tailorin-

the

And

g.

:

company"

the

styles made up for us and

;;

i

1

i.

for you for this fall and

gar-

ments show this differ

m. ub,i on awHT WceTo

winter's wearing..
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E. ROSEN
WALD ;
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SON

(SL

ON THE PLAZA

The Store

That Sells

Wooltex

sass
CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

'

$50,000.00

rS

They certainly are.

Tubercular patients in handling the books often cough into them, releasing thousands of germs. The next person to
read the books is likely to take Into
his system thousands of germs by
contact with the volumes.
Q. Does tuberculosis in the abdomen spread other parts of the body?
A. The infection
usually comes
through the lungs.
Q. Is tuberculosis hereditary?
A. No, although a child can inherit weakened lung tissues' from tubercular parents and should exercise
great care to avoid contracting the
disease.
Q. Is a patient ever cured of tu-

.

1

prove this,

To

come and look over the

.

Pv.v.v.-.v.V-

mini-isterin-

A.

like so many shoes, or boxes or tin cans
They have every advantage of ihe
custom-madexcept the actual fact cf
to
made
individual measurements.
being
And they have all the little touches and
features tha: distinguish the custom-mad-

that tuberculosis is

not a hereditary disease, It being impossible for a parent to communicate
the germs of the malady to offspring.
It ds possible, however, for a child
to inherit weak lungs and for this
reason all the greater care shojald be
used In homes where there. is a case
of tuberculosis if there Ue children
in the household.
A campaign of public education for
the purpose of showing people the
danger of tuberculosis infection was
suggested as one means of ending the
spread of the disease. It was sug.
gested, too, that laws be passed compelling the observance of proper pre- cautions against tuberculosis, and
that these laws be enforced with rig-

infection?

"ready-made- "

Wooltex coals, suits and skirts are
but they are
certainly
not at all like the ordinary "ready-madgarments.
The difference is that Vooltex garments are not turned out in a factory

From Page One)

"cured" though he must exercise care
in order to prevent a recurrence of
active tuberculosis.
Q. Is there a sure cure for tuberculosis, such as patent medicines?
A. No. Patent medicines often are
dangerous because they contain stimulants.
Q. What precautions should be taken against tuberculosis?
A. Patients should be required to
destroy all sputum and great cara
should be taken to prevent infection
of others by contact with dishes, bedding, etc., that have not 'been thor
oughly disinfected and cleansed. Plenty of sunlight and fresh air are necessary for the patient as well as- those
who come into contact with him.
a tubercular patient
Q. Should
"
patient "rough it?"
A. No. Would you advuse a man
with a broken leg to "rough it" or
take violent exercise? Absolute rest
is necessary for a tubercular patient.
He should avoid liquor, which is a
stimulant and prevents the body from
enjoying absolute rest. Liquo' aoes
a tubercular pntient more harm thar
good. It produces the same effect as
. Dr. McCianahan
gave some excellent advice regarding the care of tubercular patients. In rep'y to a question he stated that he never advised
a "'cured" patient to return to the climate in which he contracted the disease. It is better to remain in the
climate in which the disease has been
arrested.
Dr. Crall's Paper
Dr. Crail's paper follows:
I think it is especially fitting that
we in Las Vegas should be called together to observe
Sunday. It is fitting, because, of all
communities in this country, a community like Las Vegas, situated along
the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains, has had what I may call a personal experience
with tuberculosis.

"There's a Reason" for Postum
100-cu-

The difference between

garments for women and "Wooltex"

Over-exertio-

Made by stirring a level teaspoonful of the powder (more or less for the strength desired) in a cup of hot water and adding sugar and cream to tarte.
If coffee has affected you unpleasantly, wouldn't common nse suggest quitting it. The
return to health can be hastened by taking on Instant Postum, which is absolutely free from
caffeine, the harmful drug in coffee.
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A. Yes, the disease often is arrested so that it makes no further progress and the patient can be called

Avoids Coffee Disorders
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PROPER CARE

h

LACK OF KNOWLEDGE OF NEW
STYLE FOOTBALL ROVES
A HANDICAP.

sistently for

were being used so successfully and while Hesselden was out, made a nit
for the entire second period, no score with every one. Credit must also be
was tallied. "
given Joe McCanna for several brilWhen the second halt opened, the liant plays, though he did not play as
high school had three subs in the line, hard as he should have during the
and Vegans scored three touchdowns last quarters. Sellers did some pretty
in the third period.
work, and Emmons and he must ue
Koogler, who got away for the firet credited with the success of many a
one, kicked his own goal. L. McCul-loug- forward pass that got away safely begot the next and Carl Ellis the cause of their good interference.
third. Both McCullough and Ellis
The high school line was a far difplayed brilliant ball this quarter, and ferent proposition from that which
Indeed, throughout the game. Tiime opposed Manuel last Saturday. It
after time one or the other would get worked together, and did effective
away for long gains, sometimes as work, two things that were woefully
much as BO yards. Las Vegas had lacking then. It i3 doubtful if Menual
settled upon a scheme of defensive could gain through the high school
play that stopped the forward passes line if it played as it did Saturday.
of the locals more frequently, and
For Las Vegas, Koogler, Ellis and
things began to look bad for the high Lee McCullough were easily the best
All three men were In the
school again. On the third touch- players.
down by Las Vegas, Hesselden, who game all the time. Ellis played with
was playing deep safety, made a spe a dislocated arm, still unhealed, and
cial effort to stop his man and pre- did wonderfully
sprinting. Koogler
was good for a gain almost any time
vent the tielng of the score.
He struck him, but failed to stop through the line, but some times' failhim and was so hurt that he was un- ed to make the necassary distance.
conscious for several minutes. Coach McCullough's fine work was of ihe
Alton wanted to take him out, but spectacular long run sort.
while the goal was.being tried for, he
was as follows:
The line-uA.
H. S.: Sellers, Chavez, left end;
revived, fought away from those who
would
restraiij him, and again entered Frank JHannum, left tacklp; Briggs,
left jruurd; Wilson, cenjjer; Barth,
.
the game.
Livingston,
In four plays carrying the ball him- right giuard; Franklin,
Emmons,
tackle;
right
Kempenich,
self each time against Coach Alton's
end; Farrell, Arnot, left half;
right
the
for
Hesselden
away
got
orders,
length of the field and made a touch Joe McCanna, right half; Hesselden,
down, winning his own game. As he Farrell, quarter; Camp, Livingston,
,i
crossed the goal line he collapsed, fullback.
N. M. N. XL: McCullough, left .end;
and had to be taken out. Even then
left tackle; Hursh, left
he fought with those who held him. Livingston,
Hesselden's gameness was remark- guard; Ford, center; Potter, right
able, especially so as he played guard; Sena, right tackle; Larrazolo,
throughout with a broken rib. He (captain), right end; Koogler, lft
was easily the star of the contest, half; White, right half; Ellis, quarter;
and was cheered time and again by Lee McCullougn, fullback.
Umpire Girard and Lembke. Refthe students.
Head
Lembke
and Girard.
eree
After a few minutes' play, the ball
was carried down to within thirty linesmen Calkins. Time keepers
yards or so of the Vegas goal. Tht Lanham and Baker. Periods fifteen
Touchdowns
Hesselden,
high school carried it nearly to the mdmutes.
side line and then on a trick forward Farrell 2, J. McCanna 2. Koogler , L.
pass on the side near the goal, Far- McCullough, Elllis. Goal kicks Koogrell to Joe McCanna, scored the last ler, Camp. Penalties Normals, five
touchdown of the game. Hesseldep yards, for pushing the runner.
got back into the game at this jun
ture. The game ended with the ball CANADA'S THANKSGIVING DAY.
Toronto, Ont, Oct. 28 Toronto, toin the possession of the visiting team
and while they were coming rapidly gether with all other cities and
toward the locals' goal, they were towns throughout Canada, today obabout 40 yards distan when time wai served Thanksgiving day. Business
was largely suspended and a holiday
called.
Special credit must be extended to aspect was generally in evidence.
athletic and sporting)
Farrell, w.hose splendid game at left Numerous
the' celebration in the
featured
events
forward
of
excellent
handling
half,
passes and direction of the team, larger cities.
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It ia in our midst in abundance at all
times.
The citizenship of our city
is made up, in great part, of families
who have Drought some loved one
here in the hope that oun pure .air
and sunny skies might restore that
health. This personal
contact with the disease has' made It
familiar to ua all. We have all seen
it in many forms and in all stages
I think no one realof its progress.
izes any more fully than we do the
deally character of tuberculosis. We
have been fighting the disease Individually, In our homes and among our
neighbors for years, and therefore we
welcome the great movement, now becoming so universal, that has for its
object the eradication of tha disease
altogether.
I think It was the historian, Lecky,
who said that the nineteenth century
would go down in history, celebrated,
for what it bad done in the line of
sanitation. And some one else has
added that the beginning of the twenty-first
will be celebrated for what it
has done to stamp out tuberculosis.
The discovery of bacteria as the
cause of communicable diseases was
the first great step in our successful
combat with them. Before that discovery their nature was a mystery and
their mode of entrance to our bodies
another. Epidemics spread through
thickly populated districts, leaving be
hind their toll of death with nothing
to check thera and nothing to prevent
their recurrence. It was no wonder
loved1 one to

.

vww;.-.- ,

-

that people looked upon them as a
visitation of the wrath of God. But
with the discovery of the cause an opportunity for progress was afforded
Scientists, then, grew the germs in a
test tube and learned to kill them
with antiseptics and then took these
antiseptics to the home and bedside
where we now have our present day
disinfection and fumigation.
When It was found that the mosquitoes of our southern marshes were
harboring the cause of yellow fever
in their bodies to Introduce them into
man with every bite men began
screening the houses and draining
tha breeding places of the mosquito.
When the marine hospital staff found
the rat and the ground squirrel to be
carriers of the plague in San Fran
cisco
they began the crusade to
kill off the rats. Typhoid fever germs
were found to be spread by flies, contaminated drinking water, and unclean
milk and then began the inspection
of our milk and water and the present
attempt to get rid ot the house fly.
And so I say tha discovery of bacteria as the cause of Infectious disease opened the way for our present
day conflict with them. And the startling results that have been obtained
have led to a- great awakening of all
people In matters of public health.
The
movement is on
ly one of the lines of effort In the
great health movement, but it Is in Itself an undertaking so vast that It will
tax the best endeavor of every health

.'
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officer and demand the
of
ever individual in every
community
in the country. And here too we can
date the beginning of progress with
the discovery of the tubercle bacillus
by Dr. Robert Koch In 1SS2. A thorough. Investigation into the nature of
disease, its means of , transmittal,
and our facilities for
combating It
have demonstrated that the white
plague is a problem all by itself, that
Its extinction wiU necessitate a
unity
of effort on the -Dart nf
that can be brought to bear upon
It
Since then there has
gradually developed a concentration of effort on the
part of all Interested In the eradlca-tlo- n
of tuberculosis that has reeult- ,u lUB organization of the workers
Into
societies, local,
state and national.
The national society was founded
In 1304 and held its first
meeting in
Washington in 1905. Two years be- fore that Pennsylvania had a
state society and it is the endeavor of the
national organization to have a state
society in every state, and county, and
city societies in every county and
city
within each state, such
to cover every foot of organizations
our territory
and through the national
organization
to
with like societies in
foreign lands.
It is. now thoroughly understood
that
to fight tuberculosis
suooestefully,
!j.8!eede(1 the coration of
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SOME ELECTION ODDITIES,
Washington, D. q., Oct. 26. According to figures gathered by the
bureau of statistics, upawrds of
citizens of the .United Slates
will record their votes for president
in the election one week from tomorrow. A total of about 1,400,000 women, in the state of California, Colorado, Washington, Idaho, Utah and
Wyoming, are eligible to vote.
By na means all the men of 21 in
the country are qualified voters, for
the varying laws of the states not only
bar convicts in the prisons in most
cases, but place other restrictions on
suffrage that become exceedingly Im-
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RELIGIOUS FAITH
OF PRESIDENT

TAFT

REV. DR. JOHN WESLEY HILL'S
SERMON IS ELOQUENT ANALYSIS OF TAIT'S CHARACTER.
FAITH

IN

GOD

AND

CHRIST

Praises the Sunday School as an Institution of Greatest Importance
and Shows His Sympathy
Farms of Religious Belief.

for All

Rev. Dr. John Wesley Hill, president of the International Peace Forum
of New York city, recently preached
to a large audience at All Soul's
church. Chicago, a Bermon on "The
Religion of President Taft".
Dr. Hill began

by paying a

high

tribute to the United States as a
Christian nation, and said that it was
a striking testimony to the religious
character of the American people that
they have always Insisted upon the

V

of devout, conscientious,
elevation
godly men to the highest office within
their gift. He asserted that President
Taft met these requirements, stating
..that the president had gone farther to
"consepxe the cause of Christianity in
its home and foreign propaganda, no
less than in the application of its principles in social and civil justice, than
any of his illustrious predecessors.
"Born of godly parents," said Dr.
Hill, "and reared in an atmosphere
saturated with the Puritan spirit, his
character and career rest upon that
Teligious basis which has developed
his sense of personal accountability
to God, love of truth and Justice, sensitiveness to the feelings of others,
reverence for sacred things, adherence to law and order, fidelity to
duty and devotion to the spread of
'

Christian civilization."
Dr. Hill, discussing President Tart's
religious belief, said that the president, as a Unitarian, belongs to the
Channing school, believing as clearly
and distinctly in the divinity of Jesus
Christ as did Edward Everett Hale,
whose prayers were always offered in
ihe name of Christ. To show that his
faith constantly manifested Itself in
Mr. Taft's public addresses, Dr. Hill
quoted from a speech delivered by the
president at the Tompkins Avenue
church in Brooklyn,
Congregational
wherein he praised the Sunday school
as "an institution of the greatest importance to our country, where the
lessonB of tbe Bible are unfolded, and
where boys and girls learn of God and
of Jesus Christ, and so lay the foundation of enduring religious character.
Dr. Hill pictured President Taft as 4
a man of, simplicity, sympathy and
Christian democracy, wfco practices
Christianity in helping the poor and
needy, and who, while president of the
United States, after addressing a vast

mat he believed Christians are growing more tolerant and are no longer
cherishing narrow views which spring
from religious bigotry, but are able to
recognize and appreciate the virtues
exhibited by the heroes of every and
any Christian faith and creed. Before
a Methodist audience President Taft

eulogized Methodism as an affirmative,
aggressive, pushing, practical church
militant, and, according to Dr. Hill,
he has always shown the widest sympathy for every religious belief.
After eulogizing President Taft's efforts to secure world-widpeace as
the crowning point of his career, Dr.
Hill concluded as follows:
"Measured, therefore, from all these
viewpoints; by his faith in Almighty
God; his belief in Christ, Christian education, evangelism, missions and civilization; his unfailing dependence
upon Providence; his familiarity with
the' Word of God, and his sincere attempt to bring his life into harmony
with the precepts of that word; his
habit of prayer; his simple and Bteady
confidence in the ultimate triumph of
the right;, his reproduction of the
spirit of the Master as seen In the
gentleness of his treatment nf hla
enemies, the patience with which he
endures opposition, being reviled, and
'
reviling not again : by his reverence
for the Sabbath, his
snip, and his respect and love for all
the churches, and
in their
work; his consecration to the cause
of peace; his love of truth and justice; his abhorrence of sham and hypocrisy; his sympathy with humanity;
his adherence to the right as God enables him to see the right; his sterling, unquestionable Integrity; his
noble moral sentiments and high
ideals; his enthusiasm in the advancement of every good cause; his practice
of moderation in all things; his exemplification of the spirit and principle of true temperance reform, he
being a total abstainer; the purity of
his thoughts and words; the transparency and cleanliness of his life;
afid, withal, his dauntless courage in
the enforcement of law and the maintenance of the sanctity of our national
heritage, which is rooted In the religious and civil faith of our forefathers, I present him as a modest, consistent, conscientious, Christian man,
whose upright, godly life maintains
the historic purity and beauty of the
White House, and stands as a model
'to be emulated by all who aspire to
the best there is in our citizenship
.and civilization."
e

church-membe-

Trouser Crease That 8tays.
The permanent crease in trousers,
as made by many of our city tailors,
Is somewhat favored Just now. This
idea Is probably well known, but aa
it may not be familiar to all I give
a description of It here.
The trousers are first pressed dead
flat, and then the extreme edge of the
crease, is stitched down, so that it is
impossible for them ever to be without a perfectly straight line down the
front It is claimed that this prevents
to a great extent the objectionnble
creasing at the knees that is so o'n
'
audience in Carnegie hall New York, experienced. London Corrp
found time to visit the Bowery Mis- of Men's Wear.
sion and

utter

encouraging" words to

an audience of a thousand wretched,
fallen, discouraged and despairing
Unforeseen Complication.
men. Dr. Hill asserted also that
in London, had rung up a
Jlmpson,
and
of
man
is
a
prayer
President Taft
well known shop in Paris by teleseGod
is
the
that his reliance upon
on
which is phone to communicate an order
cret of that great
waitAfter
of
Mrs.
behalf
Jimpson.
the crowning virtue of his character.
two hours for the connection to
Dr. Hill's analysis of the president's ing
be made, he entered the booth and
was
belief
accompanied
by
religious
Two minutes 'later he emergnumerous citations from the presi- began.
ed.
on
variouB
delivered
dent's speeches,
"Say, mister," said he to the atHe
occasions to religious audiences.
"can't
put me on a wire
tendant,
insisted that there is nothing of big' that'll translate you
what I have to say in.
in
the
or
intolerance
religious
otory
French? I can't make that darned
life of President Taft. "His address- to
on
other end of the line
jackass
the
"breathe
Dr.
said
Hill,
spirit understand the
es,"
I say. Harper's
word
for
and
Christian
strive
catholicity
of
Weekly.
union of all true believers in symHis
pathy and loving
Laundered Bills Are Out
tireadth of religious view was shown
first
Sam's
Uncle
Washington.
when addressing the Catholic summer batch
of laundered bills, amounting to
Y.
N.
He
Haven.
said,
Cliff
at
(school
was put in circulation.
"I am jnot.a. Catholic.- and then added $500,000,
self-contr-
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London, Oct. 28. A permanent
lookout ship in
is
suggested by the British board oi
trade as a sequel 10 the report of
Lord Mersey on the Titanic disaster.
At present the plan is being4 considered by the advisory committee ot
the board of trade. If the proposals
are carried out, the vessel will oe
Etatloned in the track of Atlantic
travel and she will cruise along the
boundaries of the ice region.
She
1!1 then be in a position to warn ne.
.Lurrying liners by her powerful wireless equipment of the exact position
of the various ice fields. The proposed ship will also send warning pt
drifting Icebergs and any derelicts
which she may encounter.
According to reports made to the
advisory committee, the most suitable
iceberg ship would be about of 2,000
tons displacement; 250 feet long and
32 feet broad, with a draft of 12 feet
C inches.
She would have a speed of
10 knots and consume about 12 tons
of coal every 24 hours. Her wireless
telegraph equipment would be of the
most powerful type and widest range.
The board of trade officials express
the belief that the stationing of such
a ship in
would add
to the safety of ocean
lee-ber- g

mid-ocea- n

Maine, Michigan, Montana,

American-brerace horses have
won more events thla year than ever
before on the English turf. Among
them the offspring of James R.
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL
Keane's once famous sprinter Voter
Cornell, 11; Bucknell, 0.
figure the most rrequently, two of
Chicago, - Purdue, 0.
his sons, Election and Selectman,
Army, 18; Colgate, 7.
having upset theorists on breeding
Navy, 13- Pittsburg, 6.
by winning long distance races.
Harvard, 10; Brown, 10.
Golden Rod and Coney Island, two
Minnesota, 56; Iowa, 7.
English-bregrandsons of J. B. Hag-ginSwarthmore, 40; Johns Hopkins, b.
Emperor of Norfolk also proved
Indiana, 7; Northwestern, 20.
themselves good winners this season.
Drake, 28; Simpson, 0.
August Belmont's Tracery has won
Nebraska, 41; Adrian, 0.
$48,000 and H. B. Duryea's Sweeper
Carlisle, 34; Georgetown, 20.
II 30,000 during the year. Duryea has
Kansas University, 19;. Kansas Ag- also won as much more in France
ricultural college, 6.
,
with Shannon, an American-bre- d
colt
Colorado
24; Nebraska, sired by the brilliant race horse IniBh
College,
13.
Wesleyan,
Lad out of Census by Ethelbert
Occidental, 13; Denver, 0.
The greatest winner of the season
Utah, 18; Colorado Mines, 3.
is not American-bred- ,
but this horse
Australian, 16; University of Cali- Prince Palatine' has been ridden in all
0.
(Rugby.)
fornia,
of his stake races by the American
Washington, 24;, Idaho, 0.
jockey, Frank O'Neill, who comes from
d

7-

d

's

Stanford University, Paris each time the horse races.
Danny Maher, who has again taken
his. old place as head of the list of
CENTRAL LEAGUE MEETING.
winning Jockeys, has signed a renewFt. Wayne, Ind., Oct. 28. Club al of his contract for first call on his
owners of th.e Central league of base- services with Lord
Maher
Rosebery.
ball elubs rounded up here today for has refused offers of second and third
their final annual meeting. Much call on his services, and When he Is
important business is slated tor not required to ride for Lord Rosetransaction. From a flnascial view-poit- bery he will be a free lane. '
the past season was not a very
successful one for the Central and
The world's consumption of cotton
4t (is regarded as ilikely that the is
increasing rapidly, according to the
twelve-clucircuit may be cut to annual statistics of cotton stocks and
eight clubs before spring. Dr. F. K. consumption Issued by the InternaCarson of South Bend, who has been tional Federation of Master Cotton
at the head of the league for many Spinners. The figures rose from
years, is to retire from the presidento 13,957,330
bales in 1910-1cy. Louis Hoilbronner of this city In 1911-1At the same time spinprobably will be named to succeed ners' stocks of American cotton have
him.
Increased by nearly a million bales.
The report points out that as the
world's spindles have only Increased
STOMACH STARVERS
in this time from 137,278,752 to
it is clear that the season
EAT ANYTHING NOW just ended has been extraordinarily
Barbarians,

6;

(Rugby.),

n

b

1
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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

South Dakota and Washington special
restrictions are placed on the votinf
(privileges of Indians.

0.

THREE

"1"

portant In presidential years.
As nearly every state bars convicts
0
from voting and there are about
convicts in the prisons of the
country election day will mean nothing) to a whole army of them.
Nearly all of the states penalize
f pauperism, idiocy, insanity and fel
ony by taking away the voting privilege. In addition, a number of the
states bar delinquent taxpayers from
the right of suffrage.
United States soldiers, sailors and
marines are not qualified to vote in
Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, South Dakota, Texas and New Mexico.
Florida and Wisconsin place a ban
on "duellists" and Idaho and Mississippi deny the right of voting to
A voter
bigamists and polygamists.
in Wyoming must be able to read the
state constitution in the English lantraveling.
150,-00-

MONDAY,

free from "short time" and labor disputes involving long and expensive
stoppages.
Depending upon reports of a bumper cotton crop in the United States,
the Lancashire spinners are looking
forward to a, season of unprecedented
prosperity.
Lord Denman, the governor-genera- l
of Australia, has been practically
expelled from Sydney by the authorities of New South Wales, and uie
matter has caused Borne hard things
to be said of the Australian state in
England.
Personally Lord Denman has had
nothing to do with the dispute which
has caused his eviction from the official residence, and he is the victim
of a quarrel between the state and
federal ministers.
The commonwealth wanted to start
a postal savings bank, but as this
would have competed with the existing state bank, the state authorities
opposed the Idea bitterly.
To bring pressure to bear on the
federal authorities a means was
found in the threat to resume possession of Government house, the residence of the governor-generawhich
Is state property.
The excuse was
'eiven that the grounds were needed
for a park and the house for a museum. At any rate the governor-gen-eral was compelled to seek new quarters in Melbourne, and on his departure the mayor of Sydney presented
him with an address expressing the
regret and Indignation of the citizens
at the circumstances of his departure.
l,

1

The Federation of the British West
Indian colonies is probably to be
brought before the British government for approval very shortly.
The proposed federation has been
much discussed since the Colonial office
permission for the trade
agreement between Canada and the
West Indian colonies. C. Gildeon Murray, administrator of St. Vincent,
lately prepared a scheme for the federation, but this proved unacceptable
to the West Indians because It excluded from the plan Jamaica, the
Bahamas and British Honduras.
The influence of the Colonial office will carry great weight if it inclines to aid the proposed federation,
for it controls all of the colonies except Barbadoes, which has a constitution which gives it a more nearly
responsible government than any other colony outside of the Dominions.
One of the initial difficulties to be
overcome In the efforts at federation
will be concerned with the maintenance of this constitution. It has been
proposed to overcome this difficulty
by making Barbadoes the seat of the
new federal government
It is claimed that federation would
greatly reduce the cost of administration, which is now disproportionately
high; that it would lead to the establishment of a common treasury, thereby enhancing the credit of the colonies, that it would result in the abolition of the present customs duties
which the islands have raised against
each other, and that it would gradually establish uniform laws in place of
the present tangled skein of imperial laws and orders in council.

While all Old Sores are not cancerous in their nature, every slow
healing nicer shows a degenerated condition of the blood. Virulent imparities in the circulation produce angry, discharging- ulcers, while milder
and more inert germs are usually manifested ia the form of indolent sores
or dry, scabby places. Effort3 to heal an old sore with external applications always result in failure because such treatment does not reach the
blood, and the ulcer will continue to eat deeper into
the surrounding flesh as long as a polluted circulation discharges its impurities into it. S.S.S. heals
old sores of every nature by purifying the blood.
of the trouble and
It goes to the fountain-hea- d
drives out the
poisons and morbid
impurities which prevent the place from healing.
fe&t
I
Then a stream of rich, nourishing blood, which.
S. S. S. creates, causes a perfect and natural knitting together of all flesh fibres, making a thorough
and permanent cure. The sore does not "come
back" when S. S. S, has made a cure, because its source has been destroyed. Book on sores and ulcers and medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.
germ-produci-

But Denmark realizes
Copenhagen, Oct, 2S. The prohibi- ish Slesvig.
tion movement has made such great that her future lies only in strict neustrides in Denmark that during the
coming elections the prohibitionists
are to make a strong effort to secure
f
parliamentary representation,
Hitherto the backers ot the movement have been content to bring pressure upon the candidates of the regular parties in an effort to interest
them in the propaganda, but now they
feel they are influential enough to be
directly represented in parliament
In every district where there is a
possibility of polling a majority vote
they wall have candidates' for the lower house. This will introduce a novel
and interesting feature into the parliamentary elections which have formerly been a straight fight between
the government and the

trality and she is determined to
tain It

"Lucky pennies" for the assistance
of the blind are the latest scheme
evolved by Postmaster Holboll, who.
introduced the Christmas stamp idea
for the support of consumption hospitals. He has designed a penny which
will be given by babies who see the
light for the first time to those who
never see it
This penny Is to be coined by the
million and sold to all the midwiv3S
In Denmark. The midwives then sell
the penny to the parents of the newborn child who will pay for it according to their means and inclinations.
This money will then be given for the
support and education of the blind.
To interest the midwives in the matfunds
Denmark's neutrality in a possible ter, their insurance and
war between Great Britain and Ger- wU be given a percentage of the
many is being constantly discussed sales.
just now. There is no doubt that DenMusic from Greenland is shortly to
mark would he placed in a serious
be
added to the delights of musio lovone
at
for
least
the
of
predicament
combatants would want to use tne ers.
A Danish composer has returned
waters of the Baltic or other Danish
waters. The German neet has man- from a trip to Greenland with 150 oreuvered in these waters frequently, iginal pieces of music which he seand it is believed that the visit of the cured from the natives by using a
English and Russian fleets to Cop- phonograph.
He declares that the musical sense
enhagen lately was in answer to tne
of the natives is highly developed,
German1 activities.
In this connection there have been and where they are tne least influrumors of alliance between Denmark enced by cultivation the most typical
and England and Russia whereby tunes have been found. Several oi
Denmark will be expected in case of the songs which he secured resemble
war to facilitate the movements of the songs of the Canadian Indians
the English and Russian war vessels and the Eskimos. He also discovered
similar resemblances in their native
through her waters.
Another version states that Den dances.
mark hafe entered into a secret treaty
The project of improving the harwith Germany, whereoy in case ot
war with England and Russia, Ger bor of St Thomas in the Danish West
company
man troops can he landed at conven- Indies by a
has been abandoned and tha"work
ient points in Denmark.'
Both rumors are declared to t'e will be done by private capital, a
pure fiction. The present government large share of which is likely to be
as proof of their desire to maintain furnished by America.
It was found that the government
a strictly neutral attitude, requested
the English and Russian fleets to restrictions, hampered the company,
time their visits so that they would and the Danish capitalists, headed by
not be in Danish waters together. Of- Prince Valdemar, have concluded to
ficially the reason given for this re- act as a private corporation.
Under this new plan American capquest was that there was not room
enough in the Copenhagen harbor for italists are taking an active interest
in the formation of the company, and
both fleets.
If it was only a question of senti- it Is quite likely that the directorate
ment theAi would be no doubt as to will be largely In their hands.
which side the Danes would favor, for
during the past 10 years English InSick headache is caused by a disfluence has grown steadily in Denordered stomach.
Take Chambermark, whereas the Danes continue to lain's
Tablets and correct that and the
resent the efforts of Germany to Prus- headaches will disappear.
For ml
sianize the people of the former Dan by all dealers. Adv.
old-ag- e

state-subsidize-d

STOM-AC-

FOR "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN"
USERS

Every year regularly more than a
million stomach suffers in the United
States, England and Canada take
Pape's Dla pepsin, and realize not only
immediate,, but lasting relief.
This harmless preparation will digest anything you eat and overcome
a sour, g;ausy or
stomach
five minutes afterwards.
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or what you eat lies like a lump of
lead in your stomach, or If you have
heartburn, that is a sign of indigestion.
Get from your pharmacist a fifty-cecase of Pape's Diapepsin and
take a dome just as soon as you can.
There will he no sour risings, no
belching of undigested food mixed
with acid, no stomach gas or heart
burn, fullness or heavy feeling In the
stomach, nausea, debilitating headaches, dizziness or intestinal gripins.
Thrs will all go, and, besides, there
will be no sour food left over in the
stomach to poison your breath with
nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
for
stomachs, because it
takes hold of your food and digests it
Just the eame as if your stomach
wasn't there.
Relief In five minutes from all
stomach misery Is waiting for you
at any drug store.
These large fifty cent cases contain
more than sufficient to thoroughly
cure almoiit any case of dyspepsia, indigestion or any other stomach

GREATER

SPEED-GREATE-

EFFICIENCY

ACCURACY-GREATE- R

R

Are The Logical Results of Installing the

Underwood Typewriter
Exclusive Underwood . Features Hake Possible the Most
Important Labor-SavinSystems of Modern Accounting
g

The ever growing demand puts the annual sales cf Underwoods far
ahead of those of any other machine making necessary the largest typewriter factory and the largest typewriter office building in the world.
Such a demand from business men everywhere is unquestionable
dence of the practical mechanical superiority of

evi-

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"

Underwood Typewriter Co., Incorporated
3op North Oregon St.,

main-

El Paso, Texas
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OCTOBER 28, 1912.

Precinct No. 2i), lOast Las Vegas-C- ity
ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
hall.
Whereas, under Section 1, Chapter
No. 30, Canon Manuelltas
Precinct
of
the
State
of
1909,
of
Laws
105,
CALENDAR OF 8PORT8
House of Eplfiuio Villi.
of
Board
the
County
New
Mexico,
THE
WEEK
FOR
r'
Precinct No. 31, Puertictto House
Commissioners of the County of San
Miguel, State of New Mexico, is re- of Nestor Uriego.
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo House
quired to proclaim the coming elecMonday
A. D. of Antonio Ribera.
November
held
in
to
be
tion
Annual meeting of the Central
Precinct. No. 33, Los Viglles House
1912.
League of Baseball clubs at Ft Wayne,
of Manuel Mares.
'
with
in
accordance
Now, therefore,
Ind.
Precinct No. 34, Sim Isidor House
we the undersigned,
Opening of the season of the Na- the above law,
of Fermin Benavldes.
Commissioners
of
Board
County
the
Billiard league.
tion
Precinct No. 35, Las Galllnaa
Annual trials of the Southern Ohio of San Miguel County, State of New
House of Celestino (iarcla.
and
do
give
proclaim
hereby
Field Trial association at Hamersvllle, Mexico,
Precinct No. 361'enasco Blanca
public notice on this 25th day of Oc
O.
House of J. F. Sandoval.
that
D.
A.
session,
in
1912,
open
Anual Held trials of the Empire tober
Precinct No. 37, Cerrito House ot
an election to be held within said
Beagle dub at Schenectady, N. Y
Luciano Quintana.
several
and
the
precincts
Annual field trials of the Western county
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres House
thereof, on Tuesday the fifth day of
Beagle ;club at Bass Lake, Ind.
of Luis Montano, jr.
for
D.
purthe
is
A.
912,
November
"Knockout" Brown vs. Howard MorPrecinct No. 39, Tecolotita House
pose of electing persons to the followrow, 10 rounds, at Syracuse, N. Y.
var- of Cristobal Lucero.
names
the
of
an
dthe
offices
Patsy Branuigan vs. Monte Attell, ing
Precinct No. 40, Herns'- House of
ious candidates for each of said ofO.
10 rounds, at oYungstown,
Duran.
Epifanio
with
their
respective
Joe Bayle vs. Pal Brown 16 rounds fices, together
Precinct No. 41, Canon Larg- oare
here
given
addresses,
postofflce
at Calgary, Alta.
as tney appear on iile House of Benigno Martinez.
Young Saylor vs Hany Treudall, belaw and
Precinct No. 42, Romeroville
of the County Clerk and
office
in
the
10 rounds at St. Louis.
Recorder of San Miguel House of Jose I. Montoya,
'"letday
Precinct No. 43, San. AugiiBtin
New Mexico, and also, for
Tony Caooiil vs. Hay Marshal, 15 County,
House
of Lorenzo Garcia.
on
of
A
the purpose
proposed
voting
rounds, at St Joseph, Mo.
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frios
to the State Constitution
amendment
Wednesday
and a proposed Bona issue of Five House of Daniel Chavez.
Opening of the fall meeting of the
No,
Preci'jict
45,
Oherryvale
Hundred Thousand Dollars to mainMaryland Jockey club at Plmllco.
School
house
bounwithin
the
tain
State
Highways
vs.
Kllbane
Tommy Dugan,
Johnny
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado House
daries of New Mexico,
10 rounds, at Johnstown, Pa.
of Roman Romero.
For Representative In Congress, at
Saturday Football
Precinct No. 47, Hot Spring- sLarge:
Harvard vs. Princeton, at Cam
House of Lorenzo Leal.
bridge.
Republican candidate Nathan Jaf
Precinct No. 48, Trementina
Yale vs. Colgate, at New Haven.
fa, Roswell, N. M.
'
House of Hilario Gonzales.
Dartmouth vs. Amherst at Hanover,
Democratic
candidate Harvey B.
No.
Precinct
Zarca
49, Agua
N. H.
House of Lorenzo Delgado.
Fergusson, Albuquerque, N. M.
Pennsylvania vs. Penn State, at
Precinct. No. 50, Guadalupe House
Progressive candidate Marcos C.
Philadelphia.
of Matias Aragon.
de Baca, Bernalillo, N. M.
Cornell vs. Williams, at Ithaca.
Precinct No. 51, San Ignacio
Socialist candidate Andrew
Brown vs. Vermont at Providence.
House
of Felix Garcia.
Roswell, N. M.
Army vs. Holy Cross, at West Point.
No. 52, Las Colonias
Precinct
For Presidential Electors:
Navy vs. Western Reserve, at AnHouse of Andres Ruiz.
candidates Levi A.
Republican
napolis.
Precinct No. 53, Encinosa House
Carlisle Indians vs. Lehigh, at South Hughes, Santa. Fe, N. M.; Eufraclo of Antonio D. Florres.
V
Bethlehem.
Gallegos, Gallegos, N. M.; Matt Fow,
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
Chicago vs. Wisconsin, at Madison. ler, Silver City, N. M.
this 25th day of October A. D. 1912,
Democratic
.
Illinois vs. Minnesota, at Minnea
C. de
candidates
by the Board of County Commission
Baca, East Las Vegas, N. M.; J. H. ers of the
polis.
County of San Miguel,
Indiana vs. Earlham, at Blooming-tno- . Latham, Lake Valley, N. M.; Samuel New Mexico, in open session.
D. Stennls, Jr., Carlsbad, N. M.
Board of County Commission
Missouri vs. Nebraska at Columbia.
Progressive candidates Elmer E.
ers 'of the County of San
Ohio State vs. Case, at Cleveland. Studley, Raton, N. M.; Dora Frazier
Miguel, New Mexico.
Northwestern vs. Purdue, at Evan-Eton- Thomas, Roswell, N. M.; George W.
FIDEL ORTIZ,
By
,
Armijo, Santa Fe, N. M.
'
Chairman.
Socialist candidates Walter Cook, Attest:
Notre Dame vs. Pittsburgh, at Pitts
v

THE OPT.IC

CLUTRAL 1101 EL
11.

FLINT,

Prop

Three-Cushio-

Cor Grand and 'Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, Hi. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

416 Grand

Ave
447
Main
Phone

Battery Charin Station
Automobiles (or Hire

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING

Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glaring.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
.West Side Plaza . . . . Old Town
'i

O

H. C. YOUNG

XAWNIMOWERS SHARPENED
Lock
S20-6t- h

and .junsmith Bicycle
Gexeral Repaifiaij

aoo

E. Las Vegas

Street

Automobile, Carriage &

&iauN.
.

429

paint in a

0.

LOBBY

nHtkf

BEST, c BANT

SHORT ORDERS AN U ReGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN" A t!LE ALWAYS HANDLErl

'

WANT

"

MRS.

TliE

HERMAN

Grand Ave

PLAZA HOTEL
i
NEWLY, REMODELED
' Private Baths and Lavatories
Steaij Heat Private Telephones
.Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or Menth

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
L.Out no t, A.
m
A
H.r.
iur

CHAPMAN

n

COLUMN
CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

FOR

ADVER-

.

Magdalena, N. M.; Deroy Welsh, Nor

burgh.

Kansas vs. Oklahoma, it Lawrence. ton, N. M.; W. T. Holmes, Farming- Vanderbllt va Virgini-.t- , at Nash- ton, N. M.
For an Amendment of Section 5, of
ville.
REDUCED RATES
Article XXI of the State Constitu
.
vs.
at
Ga.
Georgia
Athens,
Sewanee,
For vault, cesspool and grease cup
Alabama vs. Tulane, at New Orleans. tion:
sanitation, effective until December
"This state shall never enact any
Johns Hopkins vs. Stevens Institute
1, 1912. .
law restricting or abridging the right
Baltimore.
at
Vaults, 15c per cubic foot
of suffrage on account of race, color
West Virginia vs. Allegheny, at
Cesspools, f3.00 per load for first
or previous condition of servitude."
Jhree loads; $2.50 per load for
for a Bond Issue:
vs.
North
Carolina
at
Georgetown,
loads and ?2.00 per load
For the issuance of bonds by the
Richmond, Va.
for balance.
state of New Mexico in the sum of
vs.
Louisiana
A.
and
Mississippi
Phope orders to Gehrlng Real EsJ500.000 for the purpose of construct
M., at Baton Rogue.
tate Office, Main 49,
ing and maintaining a system of state
vs.
Tennessee
Central
at
Kentucky,
These prices are considerably behighways.
low those eet by the city ordinance, Knoxvllle.
And the several places where said
vs.
Davidson
and
Lee,
Washington
and' It Is urgently requested that the
election
is to be held within the varat Lexington, Va.
public take advantage of this opporious precincts of the said County of
vs.
Virginia Military
tunity to make It a city wide santta-tio- n Kentucky
Sari Miguel, respectively, are as fol
at Lexington, Ky.
.

.

.

e,

movement.
ROBERT J. TATJPERT,
Mayor and President of the Board of
Health, City of Las Vegas.
C. C. GORDON,
City Physician and Secretary Board
of Health, City of Las Vegas. ,

lows,

t:

Precinct No. 1, San Miguel House
of Isidor Lopez.
Precinct No. 2, La C'uesta House
of Hilario Garcia.
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas South

LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.

(Seal)
Wm.

A. Allen, Chacon,

N.

Mex,

W. M. : ft.

Mray,

a

Secretary.
cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy lees space than two
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rf- line. All advertle menta eharoed
conclave scsb4 Taeev
m
will be booked at mace actually eet. v
' day In each month at Mar
without regard to number of words. sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
re
cash in advance preferred.
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa, Tamme,
Five

El

igular

LODGE
OF

vt
?

V

'

V.

I"-'-

'',

NrJ.
.

. A

Vll-.r,- ,.

cordiall?

1,

1,

PYTHIAS .Meee1
every Monctr
m
.9Hall.
u'"

....

OL

V

Ulrftce.

'Inlnr. Chaneeljoi

', yft

'

VmsX

B. P. O. ELKS

Commander.
Jiajnrj
M.ir'i!i, Keeper
Records and SeM

Meets,

ill

second

fourth Tuesday evening of eati
month Elks Home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-

corder.

or.

ftro nnrrliiillv invHfori P IT Mfl.
Elroy, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. i, ROYAL
eonvoca-Secretary.
ARCH MASONS
Uoa ftrst Monday in each
BNtt at Maconie Tem- L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth Thursday evening each month
ple, at 7;S0 p. m. If. R.
at W. O. W. hall. Visiting brothers
Wtlhams, H. P.; F. O.
cordially invited. Dr. H. W. Houf,
Blood. Secretary.
Dictator; J. Tnornhill, Secretary.

Retlr
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RANSFORD CHAPTER

Wanted
WANTED

WANTED
hotel.

Girl for general
Apply 1100 Seventh

Porter

NO.

f,

O. E.

"Meets rst a4 Ulrd Fridays

!ATTORNEY8

in

Maaoaie Tewpla.

house-work- .

street

at La Pension

Km T. B. Bowen,
Wortiy Matroa; Janes O. Ratlodtfe

Worthy Patron; Mrs. Qeorgs Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Mala S2. 120
Grand avenue.

HUNKER

HUNKER
Chester A. Hu
at Law.

Geo. H. Hunker

Attorney

Sw

Las Vexax.

Mot'-

-

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
LOCAL TIME CAHO
10J Meets every
Monday night at
WANTED Board, and room in priO. R.
Hail, 00 Bonflas avenue, at
vate family, close in. Address N.
EAST BOUND
o'eloek.
VTal ting
members are Arrive
.
Hart, care Palace Clothing Co.
cordially welcome, m. B. Gearing.
.
No.
:10 p. m
1: 16 p
WANTED Wowan to assist in caring president; J. T. Bubier, secretary: No. 4.... 11:05 u m.. ..11:10 s.
C.
Bally, treasurer.
for invalid. Apply to Miss Cichely,
No. 8
1:15 a. m
a.
508 Main avenue.
No. 10
1:45 p. m
1:10
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the' forest of brotherly
WEST BO UNO
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
1:20 p. m
No. 1
1:4 i. a
on the second and fourth
Fridays No. 2
FOR SALE Furniture for 10 rooms.
6:10 a. m
6:15 s.
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H. No. ?
628 Grand avenue.
4:40 p. m.......4:60 p.
Stewart, Consul; G, Laemmle, Clerk. No.
6:35 p. m
7:00 p.
Visiting neighbors are especially
AN almost new upright piano at a
welcome
and cordially invited.
.
bargain. Inquire at Plaza hotel.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 541 by local applications, as they cannot
FOR SALE 6 room modern housa
reach the diseased uortion of the ear.
l. O. of B
every Oral There is only one way to cure deaffurnace heat. Apply B. H. Newlee
Tuesday of the month In the vestry ness, and that is by constitutional
1045 Fifth street
rooms of Temple Monteflore at f remedies. DeafnesB is caused by an
o'clock p. m. Ylalttnx brothers ari inflamed condition of the mucous linFOR SALE Houehold
furniture In
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
tnvited
cordlOly
Isaac Appel this tube Is inflamed you have a
cluding good Radiant Hame hard
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
coal stove.
303 Grarid
avenue.
and when it is entirely closed, deafretary.
Main
394.
Telephone

a

I....

a

l;5

For Sale

ay

ness is the result and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this
cube restored to its normal conditions.
hearing will be destroyed forever;

Pionf-buildin-

For Rent

-

catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Defers,
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circul-

ars, free.
F. J. CHENEY

Avenue.

Take Hall's Family Pills for constv
pation. Adv.
F. A. Wootsey.

Co.

Each Delivery
Leas Than M Iba, Each Delivery

--

When you have a Dad cold you want
the best medicine obtainable so as to
cure it with as little delay as pos
sible. Here Is a druggist s opinion:
I have sold Chamberlain's Cough
Kemedy for fifteen years," says Enos
Lollar of Saratoga, Ind., "and consid
er it the best on the market" For
Bale by all dealers. Adv.
If you have young children you have
perhaps noticed that disorders of the
stomach are their most common ailment. To correct this you will find
Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver
Tablets excellent They are easy and
pleasant to take, and mild and gentle
in effect For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

Here is a woman who speaks from
personal knowledge and long experi

at

Jack-

PRICES

MM be er More, Each Delivery
Ita. to tOSt lbs- -. Each Delivery
CSS Km. te
jm Iba. Eaot. Delivery

Zt lb.

Drakeman

Adv.

t&a
2So

1.S9S

69 lea. to

a

sonville, Texas, says: "I was down
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
backache all the time, and was almost
tired of living., t saw an ad of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking one bottle I was better, and when I had taken two more 1 was thoroughly cured."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug

I

FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
choice rooms In the New Elks'
Home.

& CO., Toledo, Ohio.
75c.

Sold by Druggists,

h

e

DORADO

KNIGHTS

tx

'

Alsace-Lorrain-

e

broth
inVited

ViaMn

writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw. We tried everything we
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and It helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever
heard of. O. G. Schaefer and Red FOR SALE One house and lot; one KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
NO. 804. Meets second and fosr
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
house and two lots. A snap for
Thu-edin O. R C. hall.
cash. Must sell this month
See
Visiting members ar c
Cutler Brothers.
IN HONOR OF BISHOP MATZ
dially inrled. Peter Emenaker, O.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 2S. If the new
K.. Richard Devlne, F. 8
cathedral of the Immaculate Concepa
was
as
St.
tion in this city
large
Peter's in Rome it could swnvly haie iron RENT Four room furnished I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1.
Meets every Monday evening ..
accommodated
the thousands of clerichouse.
Modern except heat 812
their
nail on Sixth street All visit
al and lay representatives of the RomEighth street
an Catholia church who gathered from
ing brethren cordially invited to at
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
far and '.ear today to attend the JubiKENT OR SALE Six room
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
lee ser .cas in celebration of the
modern house with basement on
consetwenty-fiftof
the
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
Boulevard.
anniversary
Cutler Brothers.
C. Y. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
cration of the Rt. Rev. Nicholas Matz,
FOR RENT CHEAP Four room fur
bishop of Denver.
Among the distinguished prelates
nished house. Inquire Mrs. Harry F. O. E Meets first and third Tut
who took part in the jubilee serday evenings each month, at Wooc'
Vogt 1024 Third street
vices were Cardinal Farley of New
man hall. Visiting Brothers co
of St FOR RENT Modern eight room cot
Glennon
York, Archbishop
to attend. A. M
dially Invited
Louis, Archbishop Pitaval of Santa
Adler. President; E- - C. Ward. Set
unfurnished. Apply
918
tage,
Fe, Bishop McGovern of Cheyenne,
retary.
Eighth street.
Bishop Lillis of Kansas City, Bishop
Hennessy of Wichita, Bishop Tihen of FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
Licoln and Bishop Scannell of Oma921
RETAIL
light housekeeping.
Llnco.f,

J. C. Ray, Wlnfield, Ala., says: "My
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
use a catheter. Various kidney rem
edies were tried without result and
anally we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass House of E. Romero.
some water and on the fifth, no longPrecinct No. 4, Tecolote House of
er needed a catheter. He continued Luis Gonzales.
FOR THE CHILDREN to use Foley Kidney Pills until en- Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas North
''
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
tirely cured." O. G. Schaefer and Red House of
q
Jose P, Mares.
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
RELIABLE
SAFE
QUICK
PrcC'.nc No. 6, Las Vegas Central
NO NARCOTICS
NO OPIATES
i loupe ot Jose Blea.
H. E. Archer, merchant 01 West-oveFOLEY'S HOIIEYasdTAR severe Ala., states: "My boy had a Precinct No. 7 San Antoni-oattack of acute bronchitis, so House of Fernandez Armijo.
severe he could not get out of bed for
Precinct No. S, Upper Las Vega-sG0"P0UXD
a week. Tha first few doses of FoHouse of Bonifacio Baca.
ha.
Tar
him
and
relieved
ley's
Honey
COLD
A COMMON
neglected may go.
No.
we
conbefore
and
9,
ot
him
had
House
rrecincf
Fecos
the
Bishop Matz in whose lnnor the
given
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, of tents of one
bottle, he was well. Fo- Poaro Ribera.
celebration was held, is a native of
den fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY1! ley's Honey and Tar Compound is
Precinct No 10, Chapeidto House
but has been a resiAND TAR COMPOUND always in the) kept continually in our house. It is of Pedro Garduno.
dent of the United States since his
O. G.
house and give at first sign of cold perfectly safe and effective."
Precinct No. 11, San Geronlmo
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Refuse substitutes.
eighteenth year. He was prepared
O. G. Schaefer
House of Sanitago Herrera.
Adv.
for the priesthood at Jit. St Mary's
Red CroM Drug Co.
Precinct No. 12, Rowe House of Seminary In Cincinnati and was
Manuel Archuleta.
In 1874. 'j,ver tince his ordiLAST OF HILLSVILLE CASES
Precinct No. 13, Rociada House of nation he has been connected con
COPAB4
Wyethille, Va., Oct 2S. The cases Jose Ignacio Martinez.
tinuously with the Denver diocese.
of Sidna Allen and We3ley Edwards,
Precinct No. 14, Sapello House of ' He was created a bishop 25 years ago
Hills-villIn
the
the alleged ringleaders
Oligarlo Montoya.
today.
court house assassinations that
Precinct No. 15, Manuellta House
of
six
resulted in the killing
persons of Encarnacion Perea.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
last March, were called for trlil here
CO
Precinct No. 16, Union House ot In the District Court County of San
Alworldwide
search
0)
today. After a
Guadalupe Ortiz.
Miguel, September 11, 1912.
len ar.d Edwards were arrested in Des
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio
Facundo Herrera
Moines last month and returred here School house. .
vs.
No.. 7438
for trial. It is rumored tba1: a com
Precinct No. 18, Mishawka House Margarita Hernandez de Herrera.
promise may be agreed upon by the of E. S. Crooks.
The said defendant Margarita Her
prosecution and the defense whereby
Precinct No. 19, McKinley House nandez de Herrera is
hereby notified
the two accused men will plead yuilly of Higiuio Lucero.
that a suit in divorce has been com
and accept life terms In the penitenPrecinct No. 20, San Juan House menced
against you in tho District
tiary in lieu of standing trial.
of Jose' A. Gallegos.
Court for the County of San Miguel
Allen
and
Sidna
Edwards
Wesley
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
W. A. Rimes, Kust on. La., writes:
State of New Mexico, by said plaintiff,
"Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney are the only two of these accused of House of Macario Leyba.
wherein he prayg that by decree of
Pills, and must confess the results complicity in the. Hillsville assassina
Precinct No. 22, Sabinoso House
this Honorable Court, he may be
have been marvellous, for I feel like tions who have not been tried. Floyd of Leandro Jiminez.
a new man. I suffered from kidney Allen and his son, Claude Allen, were
an absolute divorce from the
Precinct No. 23, San Jose House granted
and bladder troubles, but Foley Kidsaid defendant on the grounds of deney Pills fixed me. I will recommend the first to be tried. They were found of Manuel Tafoya.
That un
them to all sufferers from kidney trou- guilty of first degree murder and sen
Precinct No. 24, La Liendre House sertion and abandonment.
ble." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross tenced to death. The case has been of Luis R.
less you enter or cause to be entered
Tapia.
Drug Co. Adv.
your appearance in said suit on or
appealed. Sidna Allen, Jr., and Sidney
Precinct No. 25, Pena - Blanca
before the 18th day of November, A.
Edwards pleaded guilty and were sen- House of Isidor Duran.
,
3. W. Copeland, of Dayton, Ohio,
tenced to 15 years' imprisonment. Friel
Precinct No. 2G, Los Alamos-Ho- use D. 1912, decree Pro Confesso therein
purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
will be rendered against you.
Allen
likewise
and
who
his
pleaded
for
had
guilty
of Santiago L. Gallegos.
Remedy
boy
Cough
L. C. Ilfeld, Esq., Las Vegas, New
a cold, and before the 'bottle was all was sentenced to 18 years. Victor
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo House
used the boy's cold was gone. Is that Allen, another of those under indict- of Jose Dario Atencio.
Mexico, attorney for plaintiff.
not better than to pay a five dollar
LORENZO DELGADO.
Precinct No. 28, Chaves House of (Seal)
doctor's bill? For sale by all dealers ment was tried a short time ago and
Chavez.
Clerk.
Adv.
acquitted.
George
r,

ers cordially
N. O. Herman,
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Eg-gu-

A

com-

munication first and
third Thursday In sm
month.

RATES

F.

to
,

per 1st la.
per 1M lbs
per

1SS

h

4flc per 1M Ian.

ta par its

lbs.

AG U A PlIRA COMPAiNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
3

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

ence, viz., Mrs. P. H. Brogan, of Wtl
son, Pa., who says, "I know from ex
perience that Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy Is far superior to any other.
For croup there is nothing that ex
cels It" For sale by all dealers
Adv.

Classified ads. search out the people to whom
amonj all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
thing is worth most
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some-on- e
who reads the ads. in this
newipaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

H. M. Beatty, Ltttle Rock, Arh
says: "For the past two years I suf
fered with kidney trouble had severe
pains across my back and over my
hips that almost meant death to me
at times. I used several well known
kidney remedies, but got no relief un
til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
I can truthfully say made me a sound
and well man." O. G. Schaefer and

Others, who read and answer ads. in this nevsmn.,
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobile,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of ell
possible sorts of thing3, they have come to be the finders' of
markets!

-

Red Cross Drug Co.

Adv.
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Ellsworth. Toun
YNOPSIS.

7ff

uau goue
a.y anu leiiTiim, and he
could not understand why.
Mrs. Higgins, Ike's mother, was at
the shanty and she did her best to
soothe and quiet him. She was a
kind soul and capable, in her way, but
she could not answer bis questions

'APTER
Keilah Coffin. Bp- wiaow. is arrangm
to move
from
.,
Ct n Ritatnit
,w
, nw oroiner, lor whom she Imd j
kept
van
unrct
of Capt.
".
Home, ward"Come-outb Hammond. leader
of the
rellKioua sect, offers to assist her
muneinlly If she will remHln. She defines. Ryan Pepper, widower, offers mar- satisfactorily.
riage, and la Indignantly refused.
He rose from the chair and started
toward the living room. He would not
Lr?APTEP
KIkanah Daniels.
of. h Regular church, offer Ke- - be put off again.
He would be anfor the new swered. His hand was on the latch
f Pare" housekeeper
declde
remain In
trume"'
of the door when that door was
opened. Dr. Parker came In.
The doctor was smiling broadly.
..V-ilhEllery. the new minister, and
to hla conduct toward His
Ell,L.tr ?fadv'c
ruddy face it as actually beaming.
0,8 Wish. Ellery causea a
He held out his hand, seized the min"Come-outemeeting" T
ister's, and shook it.
"Good morning, Mr. Ellery," he said.
CHAPTER
presence It bitterly resented
Eben Hammond, leader "lt:s a glorious day. Yes, sir, a bully
or trie meeting.by Grace
apnloRtws for her dav.
it?"
,i
iky?
raardlan and Ellery escorts
her home In
tha rain. Capt. Nat Hammond, Eben's
Ellery S SnsWer was a question.
on. becomes a hero by
packbringing the
"Doctor." he said, "why have Mrs.
et Into port safely through
fog and storm,
finds Keziah writing a letter to Coffin aha and Miss Van Home
cileryone.
some
money In response to
a demand. Inclosing
Has anything happened?
I
She Is curiously startled when gone?
. Informed of the
arrival of Nat,.
know something has, and you must
...CHAPTER V-calls on Keslah. and tell me what. Don't try to put me off
develops that they have been lovers or give me evasive answers.
I want
alnce youth. Daniels remonstrates with
to know why they have gone."
for attending "Come-outer- "
meettilery
ingv.
Pafker looked at him keenly.
CHAPTER
Is cnnsht by the "Humph!" he grunted. "I'll have to
tide and Is rescued by Nat. They become get into Mrs. Higgins's wig. You sit
friends.
still. No, I'm not going to tell you
CHAPTER
ery
meets Grace anything. You sit where you are and
while walking in the fields Sunday, and
maybe the newsll come to you. If
learns that she walks there every
Mr.

.

I

-r

"-C- aP-

tt,-ndln

r"

IV-Ett- erys

ii't

Nat

Vl-El- lery

Vn-Ell-

,

Sun-fla- y.

CHAPTER VIIT-T- he
takes
Dinner Sundays with the clergvman
Daniels. Annabel the captain's daughter, exerts her-e- lf
to make an Impression on him. She
notices with vexation
his desire to get
away every Sunday at a certain tlma.
Bhe watches him through a spy glass.
CHAPTER IX Nat
Importunes
he has
He
Klah to marry: him. again
had a quarrel with hla father,says
who wants
to
him
marry Grace.
CHAPTER X Ellery asks Grace to
rnarry him. She confesses that she loves
tilm,- but says aha fears to displease her
guardian, who has been very kind to her,
and asks time to think about it Elkanah
Daniels tells Eben about the meetings between Ellery and Grace. Eben declares
ha will make Grace choose between him
and the preacher. Grace finds him In a
faint, fnltnwlnv ttiA v.ttjmnt nf tflkan.
ah'a Ttsit
CHAPTER Xl-Jbefore he dies
Kben exacts a
from Nat and,
Grace that they promise
will marry.
ust

CHAPTER Xn Kertah breaks the news
to Ellery and later he receives a note
from Grace saying she Is to marry Nat.
and asking hlm not to trv to see her
again. Keziah tells the story of her own
marriage with a man who turned out to
be a
and who was reto have been lost at sea, and of
ported
her love for Nat. whom she cannot marry
because the husband is alive. Ellery sees
in the Btory a lesson in devotion to duty
end decides to remain and attend to his
duties.
CHAPTER XIII Captain Nat sails for
Manila is. be gone two years. He says he
and Grace have decided not to marry until he returns.
CHAPTER XIV Nat Is overdue, and It
Is feared that he has been lost at sea.
Keziah gets a letter from her husband
saying he Is coming back. Grace goes on
a visit to relatives of the Hammonds.
(.Continued Prom Saturday)

,

TSTEITt?
"No, he ain't.

Isn't ha

with von?"
And he, .didn't come

you move it won't. Going to obey orders? Good! Til see you by and by,
Mr. Ellery."
!t
He walked out of the room.
seemed to Ellery that he sat in that
chair for ten thousand years before
the door again opened. And then
"Grace!" he cried. "0 Grace! you
you've come back."
She was blushing red, her face was
radiant with quiet happiness, but her
eyes were moist. She crossed the
room, bent over and kissed him on the
forehead.
"Yes, John," she said; "I've come
back. Yes, dear, I've come back to
to you."
Outside the shanty, on the side
farthest from the light and Us group
of buildings, the doctor and Captain
Nat Hammond were talking with Mrs.
Higgins. The latter wa3 wildly excited and bubbling with joy.
"It's splendid!", she exclaimed. "It's
almost too fine to believe. Now we'll
keep our minister, won't we?"
Mrs. Higgins turned to Captain Nat.
"It's kind of hard for you, Nat," she
added. "But it's awful noble and
and everybody'll say so. Of
course there wouldn't be much satisfaction in havln a wife you knew
cared more for another man. But still
It's awful noble of you to give her up."
The captain looked at the doctor
and laughed quietly.
"Don't let my nobility weigh on
your mind, Mrs. Higgins," he said.
"I'd made up my mind to do this very
thing afore ever I got back to Trumet.
That is, if Grade was willin'. And
when I found she was not only willin'
but joyful, I well, I decided to offer
up the sacrifice right off."
"You did? You did? Why, how
you talk! I never heard of such a
thing in my born days."
What is it, Grace?"
"Oh, well, I
She was standing In the doorway
and beckoning to him. Her cheeks
were crimson, the breeze was tossing
her hair about her forehead, and she
made a picture that even the prac-

on the train, nuther. He was on It.
The conductor told me he see him and
set along with him between stations
But
as fur as Cohasset Harrows.
after that he never see hide nor hair
of him. Oh, that's so! Here's the
mall hag, Ezry."
Captain Zeb stepped beside the
stage and put one foot on the wheel.
"Say, That," he whispered, "la that
all you know? Where did he go to?" tical, unromantlc doctor appreciated.
"Well," the driver's .voice dropped
The captain went to meet her.
lower. "Well," he whispered, "I did
"What is it?" be asked.
hear this much. A chap I know was
"will you
"Nat," she whispered,
on the train and he said he see Cap'n come in? He wants to 'see you."
Cohasset
the
cars
at
off
the
Nat get
John Ellery was still seated in the
Narrows depot and there was a wom- chair by the window, but he no longer
an with him."
looked like an invalid. There was no
"A woman? A woman? What womworry or care in his countenance
an?"
now, merely a wondrous joy and
"Blessed if I knew! And he didn't serene happiness.
Git
dap!"
nuther. So long!
He held out his hands and the cap'
The reception committee and its tain shook them heartily.
Trumet.
escort drove slowly back to
"Mr. Ellery," he said, "as they used
The Daniels following was disgusted to say at the circus, 'Here we are
and disappointed.
again.' And you and I have been doTrumet spent that evening wonder- ing all kinds of circus acrobatics since
HamNat
of
we shook last, hey? I'm glad you're
ing what had become
mond. Captain Zeb Mayo wondered pretty nigh out of the sick bay and
. .n Vot m? wonderment was the doctor savs von
'acco'mpanlea. Dy vague suspicions oi
Hammond
Ca"pTalriVv "hegan" Ellery.
the truth. And, at eleven o'clock, interrupted him.
when the village was in bed, a horse
"Hold on!" he said. "Belay right
and buggy moved down the Turn-of- f
there. If you and I are to cruise in
Hammond
the
and stopped before
the same family and thaVj what I
gate. A man alighted from the buggy hear is likely to hapiien I cal'late
to
the side
and walked briskly up
and
and then we'll heave overboard the cap'ns
door. There he knocked
name's 'Nathaniel'
Misters.
My
whistled shrilly.
'Nat' for short."
A window overhead was opened.
"All right. And mine Is 'John.'
feminine
a
"Who is it?" asked
"

voice.
""Don't

be frightened, Grade," replied the man at the door. "It's me
Nat. I've come home again."
CHAPTER

XIX.

the Minister Receives a
Letter.
John Ellery was uneasy. Physically
he was very much better, so much
better that he was permitted to sit
up a while each day. But mentally,
he was disturbed and excited, exactly
the condition which the doctor said
be must not be in. Keziah and Graca
In Which

'eTl "teTTTJITTao. Grace? TlefTo!
she's gone."
"Yes. I told her I wanted to tall
with you alone, for a few minutes.
Xnt, Grace tells me that Aunt Keziah
"
was the one who
"She was. She met me at the Co
hasset Narrows depot. I was settln
in the car, lookln' out of the window
at ,the sand and snlffln' the Cape air,
somebody tapped me on the shoulder.
I looked up and 'twas her. I was surprised enough to see her, I tell you.
Way up there at the Narrows! I
couldn't have said a word, anyway,
and she never gave me a chance.
'Nat,' she says, 'don't talk now. Come
with me, quick afore the train starts.
I've come here on purpose to meet
I must talk with you; It's
you.
You can go to Trumet on
the next train, tonight. But now I
must talk with you. I must. Won't
you please come, Nat?"
"Well, I went. The engine bell was
beginnln to ring and we had to move
lively, I tell you. I swung her off the
step just as the car begun to move.
So Into the waitin' room we went and
come to anchor on the settee. Andi
then, John, we had our talk. Seems
she left Trumet Wednesday afternoon.
Got the livery stable man to drive her;
?,s fur as Bayport, hired another team
there and come on to Sandwich. Stayed overnight there and toqjrthe morn-- ;
in' train which gotTTo Cohasset Tfar
rows just ahead of the one I was:
coniin' on. She'd been so f raid of be;
in' late, she said. She must see me '
afore I got to Trumet.
"Wellshe saw me and told me the
whole yarn 'about you and Grace. She
tried to break it to me gently, so I
wouldn't feel too bad. She knew It
would be a shock to me, she said. It
was a shock, In a way, but as for
feelln bad, I didn't. I think the world!
of Grace. I'd do anything she wanted
me to do; but most the way down on
the train yes, and long afore that
I'd been dreadin' my comin' home on
I dreaded tellin' her
one account.
that, unless she was real set on It,
she'd better not marry me."
"Nat, I want to tell you something.
"
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Captain Nat, I mean how can I
ever thank you?"
"Thank me? What do you want to
thank me for? I only handed over
somethin' that wasn't mine' in the first
place and belonged to you all along.
I didn't know It, that was the only
trouble."
"But your promise to your father.
I feel
"You needn't. I'm doln the right
thing and I know it. And don't pity
me, neither. I made up my mind
not to marry Grace unless, of course,
she was set on It months ago. I'm
tickled to death to know she's goln'
Ood a men bo
to havajas

"Dir'ymTxelTTier Aunt Keziah
when you met her at the Narrows?"
"No. But I shall tell her when I
see her again. She shan't spoil ber

!0

i

life a woman like that! by the Lord!
what a woman! fop any such crazy,
notion. I swore It when I heard the
story and I've sworn it every day
since. That's what settled my mind
about Grace. Keziah Coffin belongs
to me. She always has belonged to
me, even though my own
lost her In the old days."
He was pacing the floor now, his
face set like granite. Ellery rose, his
own face beaming. Hero was his
chance. At last he could pay to this
man and Keziah a part of the debt he
owed.

Nat stopped In his stride. "Well!"
he exclaimed. "I almost forgot, after
all. Keziah sent a note to you. I've
got it In my pocket. She gave it to
me when she left me at Cohasset."
"Left you? Why! didn't she come
back with you on the night train?"
"No. That's funny, too, and I don't
understand It yet. We was together
all the afternoon. I was feelin so
good at seein' her that I took her under my wing and we cruised all over
that town together. Got dinner at the
tavern and she went with me to buy
myself a new hat, and all that. At
frst she didn't seem to want to, but
then, after I'd coaxed a while, she
did. She was lookln' pretty sad and
worn out, when I first met her, I
thought; but she seemed to get over
It and we had a fine time. It reminded me of the days when I used to get

home from a voyage and we were together. Then, when 'twas time for
the night train we went down to the
depot. She gave me this note and
told me to hand It to you today.
" 'Good-by- ,
Nat,' she says. 'We've
had a nice day, haven't we?'
" 'We have, for a f act,1" I says. 'But
what are you sayin' good-bfor?'
" 'Because I'm not goin' to Trumet
with you',' says she. 'I'm goln' to the
city. I've got ome business to see
to there. Good-by"I was set back, with all my canSomething that only one other per- vas flappin'. I told her I'd go to Bosson knows. Grace doesn't know it ton with her and we'd come home to
yet. Neither does Aunt Keziah the Trumet together tomorrow, that's towhole of it. And if she knew I told day. But she said no. I must come
you even a part I'm afraid she would, here and ease your mind and Grace's.
as she would say, 'skin me alive.' I must do it. So at last I agreed to,
But I owe her and you more than sayln' I'd see her in a little while. She
I could repay if I lived a thousand went on the up train and I took the
years. So I'm going to tell and take down one. Hired a team in Sandwich and another in Bayport and got
the consequences."
after to the tavern about eleven. That's
"Nat, when that morning
your father died and after you and the yarn. And here's your note.
"
Grace had agreed to to
Maybe it tells where shes gone and
'
"To do somethin' neither of ue why."
Go
The minister took the note and
wanted to do? Yes, I know.
tore open the envelope. Within was
ahead."
"That morning Aunt Keziah cam a single sheet of paper. He read a
home'to the parsonage and broke tin lew lines, stopped, and uttered an exclamation.
news to me. She did It as only sh
"What's the matter?" asked the
could do such a thing, kindly and pity '
ingly and I made a fool of myself, V captain.
Ellery did not answer.' He read tne
expect; refused to believe her, bea
haved disgracefully, and at last, when note through and, then, without
I had to believe it, threatened to run word, handed it to his friend.
The note was as follows:
away and leave my work and Trumet
forever, like a coward. She made me "Dear John:
stay."
"I am going away, as I told you I
"Did, hey?"
would if he came.
He is coining.
"Yes. She showed me It was my Tuesday I got a letter from' him. It
When I was written at Kingston, Jamaica, alduty to face the music.
whimpered about my troubles she most three months ago. I can't think
Then I why I haven't got it sooner, but suptold nie her own story.
learned what trouble was and what pose it was given to some one to
pluck was, too. She told me about mail and forgotten.
In it he said he
her marriage
and excuse me for was tired of going to sea and was comspeaking of what isn't my business; ing home to me. I had money, he
yet it is mine, In a way she told me said, and we could get along. He had
about you."
shipped aboard a brig bound for SaCaptain Hammond did not answer. vannah, and from there be was going
His
face clouded and he to try for a berth on a Boston-bounshifted in his chair.
vessel. So I am going away and not
"She told me of you, Nat, all about coming back. I could not stand the
And she told me disgrace and I could not see him. You
you and herself.
something else, which explains why and Grace won't need me any more
she felt she must send you away, why now. Don't worry about me. I can
she thought your marriage to Grace always earn a living while I have my
would be a good thing."
strength. Please don't worry. If he
"I know. She told you that that comes tell him I have gone you do
darn scamp Anse Coffin was alive."
not know where. That will be true,
The minister started violently. He for you don't. I hope you will be
gasped in surprise.
very happy. I do hope so. Oh, John,
"You knew it? You knew It?" he you don't know how I hate to do this,
'
stammered.
but I must. Don't tell Nat. He would
"I know It now. Have known it for do something terrible to him if he
over a year. My findin' it out was came, and Nat knew. Just say I have
one of the special Providences that's been called away and may be back
been helpln' along this last voyage of some time. Perhaps I may. Love to
mine. My second mate was a Hyan-ri- s all. Good-by- .
'
man, name of Cahoon. One day,
"Yours truly,
on that pesky island, when we was
"KEZIAH COFFIN."
eatin' dinner together, he says to me,
at the note. Then
stared
The
captain
'Cap'n,' he says, 'you're from Trumet, he threw it to the floor and started
ain't you?' I owned up. 'Know any- for the door. The minister
sprang
body named Coffin there? says he. I from his chair and called to him.
owned up to that, too. 'Well,' he says,
"Nat," he crledt "Nat! Stop! where
'I met her husband last trip I was In
are you going?"
the Glory of the Wave.' I stared at
Hammond turned.
him. 'Met his ghost, you mean,' I
"Goin'?" he growled.
"Goln'? I'm
and
for
been
dead
'He's
years,
says.
to find her, first of all. Then
a good thing, too. Fell overboard and, goin'
I'm comin' back to wait for him."
pot bein' used to water. It killed him.'
"But you won't have to wait. He'll
"Kutha wouldn't, have It so. "I used never
come. He's dead."
toTindw "Aftse 'Colfln" in" New "Beafofd,'
"Dead? Dead?
the everlastln'!
he says. 'Knew him well's I know this has been too.Bymuch for
you, I
In
at
was
port
you. And when we
to have known It. I'll send the
ought
In at a gin mill down
Havre
doctor here right off. I can't stay
by the water front and he come up myself. I've got to go. But
"
and touched be on the arm. I thought
"Listen! listen to me! Ansel Cof- -'
same "as "you, 'that he was dead, but fin is
dead, i tell you. I know It. I
he wa'n't. He was three sheets in know all about It. That was what I
the wind, and a reg'lar dock rat to wanted to see you about. Did Keziah
look at, but' twas him sure enough. tell
you of the San Jose and the sailor
We had a long talk. He said he was who died of smallpox in this
very
Had
comin' back to Trumet .some day.
In that room there?"
building?
a wife there, he said. I told him,
'
"Yes. John, you- -r "
sarcastic, that Rhe'd be glad to see
"I'm not raving. It's the truth. That
him. He laughed and said maybe nbt, sailor was Ansel Coffin.
I watched,
but that she knew he was alive and with him and one
night, the night
t:ent him money when he was hard be tore
he died, he spoke Kezlah's
up. Wanted me to promise not to tell name. He
Bpoke of New Bedford and;
any Cape folks that I'd seen him, and of Trumet and of
her, over and overj
I ain't till now.'
again. I was sure who he was then,!
I
how
felt
can
"Well, you
imagine
but I called in Ebenezer Capon, who
when Cahoon spun me that yarn. First used to know Coffin in New
Bedford.
I wouldn't b'lieve It and then I did.
And he recognized him. Nat, as sure
It explained things, just as you say, as you and I are here this minute,
John. I could see now why Keziah Ansel Coffin, Aunt Keziah's
husband,
gave me my walkln' papers. I could Is burled In the Trumet cemetery."
sacriflcln'
her
how
Fee
she'd been
"
life far iW-iv(To Be Continued)
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Extra Fancy Florida Grape Fruit
Fancy Valencia Oranges, Dozen.
Fancy Sunkist Lemons, Dozen

2

for

25c

.

50c

,J0c

?Y'"

Imported Limes, Dozen
California, Tokay and Cornichon Grapes,
Fresh Cocoanuts, full of Milk, choice
Pure and Sweet Apple Cider, Gallon

2

350

lbs.ior

25c
15c

-

50c

Bananas, Apples, Concord Grapes, Pears and Quinces
The Right Kind at
'

the Right Price.
"

At

"''

tV:

THE STORE OF IKE DAVIS
THE CASH GR.OCER.

EXTRA FINE QUINCES

f

HEATING STOVES

LOCAL NEWS

II

Petten for

automobile

insurance- -

lamps at

ioday a carload of HEATING STOVES. We will be ready
to
beginning Monday. A S minute walk may save(you $5.00.
We sell on installments.

WE unloaded
show them

5:43

this evening.

PHONE MAIN 379

Try a aram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD

Pifk

A new line of band daters
ceived at the Optic office. Dates from
25c each.
1912 to 1917.

Flnch'i Golden Weftdvng Rye. aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Adv.

high class quality; you w&ntle
Miss Minnie Cellers, proprietor of
the Cellers Dry Goods store, is confined to her home on account of ill
ness.

AGRICULTURE

J. H. STEARNS
r

GROCER

to the White Kitchen for good
and clean- IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATION 13
A new star route has been estab home cooking; best service
No
dinner
Sunday.
liness.
MADE BY EDUCTION
Special
lished by the United States postofflce
Adv.
25
cents,
Meals
extra charge.
Mon
and
Eunice
between
department
"
.
ument ,
Judge Leahy Saturday drew the
Agriculture will be taught. to the
for the grand and petit Juries
venires
in the county schools of the state
The social meeting of the Royal
which will serve at the fall term of if the recommendations of the comto
was
America
which
of
Neighbors
court of San Miguel mittee of the state board of educa
have been held the evening of the the district
The term will begin on No tion, of which Dr. Frank H. H. Rob
county.
in
been
has
twenty-nintpostponed
vember 18. '
erts is president, are carried out, At
definitely.
a meeting of the) committee held Sat
At a brief meeting Saturday after- urday, at which State Superintendent
John Howry of Denver last week
noon
the board of county commis- of Public Instruction Alvan N. White
from
calves
a
number of
purchased
the work of ap- and R. F. Asplund, secretary of the
sioners
completed
Jim Whitmore, which were shipped
to serve on state board of education, were pres
officers
election
pointing
Whitmoif
Mr.
Saturday to Denver.
at
the nation- ent, a proposed system of studies for
week
next
of
Tuesday
accompanied the shipment.
al and congressional election.
the county schools was prepared. This
will correspond to the work done
There will be a called meeting of
The membership committee during in the city schools so that pupils- com
the Ladles' Aid of the Methodist
week obtained 25 new mem irvg in from the country can enter the
church, for 'business and work at the the past
for
the Commercial club. This city schools without any embarrassing
bers
926
home of Mrs. A. J. Wertz,
Eighth
to hustle lack of credits. The system will be
street, tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 week the committee is going
that presented for the approval of the state
with
the
ever
hope
than
harder
o'clock.
bv Saturday night the membership of board of education at an early date.
200 mark.
Voters Only three more days in the club will be up to the
memberThe fourth game in the bowlin.T- which to register and if you have not Get your name signed to a
show
and
once
at
card
which is being held at
tournament
already done eo be sure to register ship application
boos- the Elks'
club will be rolled this even
before Friday of this week if. you wish the commitee that you are a live
being by the Losey and the Ament
to cast yourvote In the first natlor.al ters for Las Vegas and that you
lieve in the future of your home town. teams. The game will start at 8:30
election ever held in New Mexico.
It will only cost you $1.25 per month o'clock and all Elks and their ladies
of are
Members of the Fraternal Brother- to be a member in good stvndlng
cordially invited to attend the
club.
Commercial
the
game.
hood are requested to attend the Hal
lowe'en party to be given by the lodge
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Watrous yester
The funeral services of Charles A.
this evening in the O. R. C, hall.
Guests are not expected to wear Wolf were held yesterday afternoon day celebrated their golden wedding
were
anniversary at their residence on
masks. Everybody is sure to have a from the family residence and
of
Chapman
attended"
members
Seventh street All of their children
by
time.
good
Lodge No. 2A.F. and a. M. and by with the exception of two, and their
The spinning wheel to be used at the Shriners. The services were in grandchildren were at the Watrous
bear-er- a
home for the day and the anniversary
the "Spinning Bee" Friday night has charge of the Masons. The pall
were Joseph Ament, Bernard was celebrated to a quiet minner. J
the date) of 1708 carved on it, that be
D. R. Murray, B. Watrous came to. the Watrous valing the year in which it was made. Appel, T. W. Hayward,
This wheel is 204 years old, is hana T. H. Ogden and Jacob Stern. Inter- ley on August 13, 1849, living there
until November 20, 1900. Since which
carved and the property of Mrs ment was in Masonic cemetery.
time Mr. Watrous has been a resi
Bernhard Appel, who has very kindly
allowed the H. S. Girls' Glee club 10
Ramon Walparo, a native of Old dent of East Las Vegas. On October
27, 1862, Mr. Watrous married Miss
use it in their operetta. Adv.
Mexico who was on his way from
Kan., to El Paso, died this af- Louise K. Bergman at Sapello, the
s
ceremony being performed by Rev,
The second Ladies' Day given by ternoon on train No. 1 between
the Elks will be held Wednesday afand Las Vegas. Walparo was Father Francis in the old Sapello
ternoon from 2 o'clock to 5:30 o'clock on his way home from Topeka, where church. Mr. and Mrs. Watrous have
and it is hoped that every lady who he had been employed during the haa a happy life and on their golden
is a member of an Elk family or who summer.
The body is at the under anniversary were in the best of
has been invited by an Elk will visit taking rooms of J. C. Johnson and health and cheerfully looking forward
to their diamond ansiversary.
the Elks' home during the afternoon. Son.
All of the privileges of the club will
KENTUCKY SUNDAY SCHOOLS
be extended to the ladies and every - There was something stirring in Las
For
bil- - Vegas today
wind.
Paducah,
Ky., Oct. 28. Paducah
the
who
attends
bowl,
namely,
play
may
lady
to
entertain a large number
wind
the
as'
preparing
she two hours this morning
lards or pool or enjoy herself
broke- all records in velocity, causing of visitors during the next four days,
wishes.
conven
the women to clutch frantically at on the occasion of the annual
School
of
tion
the
onto
Sunday
Kentucky
to
men
was
a
the
for
and
the
hang
their
skirts
Yesterday
busy day
tor
Final
association.
arangements
an
local police and this morning in the their hats. Everybody got
eyeful
police court Judge D. R. Murray dealt of dirt and the bath tubs will be busy the convention were completed today,
out a total of 55 days to four disturb tonight removing the stains of the A number of noted Sunday school
workers from Louisville, Chbngo and
ers of the Sunday peace. Encarna dust
other points will be here to address
clon Gutierrez was given 25 days for
the association.
having gone on a Jag. Ricardo
was given 10 days in which time JAFFA LOOKS GOOD TO
he will have a chance to Bober up.
Joseph Kummer was arrested by Police PRECINCT TWENTY-NIN- E
Officer Terry McGovern and given 10
days by Judge Murray fop vagrant
and Jose Garcia also received 10 days REPUBLICAN
FOR
CANDIDATE
for having taken a generous supply of
CONGRESS WILL GET BIG MAbooze, which had a bad effect on him
JORITY HERE

REGULAR RETAtt. VAUtB, StQ.OO
and onr
We purchased several carloads of this beantlfnl dinner-warInrira purchase enahled the manufacturer to KWe us an exclusive denlKo
na ft very low price. We are charging purt of the cost to "advertising
to pay a percentage of the actual cost of the
expense,"Is and aonly ask yon"Co8nios'V-ieslKanil cannot be duplicated in
beautiful
ol
set. ft
in any retail china store. It is guaranteed by both
aoallty for less than
Bie manufacturer and ourselves.
ns five
There Is s coupon In every sack of LARABEB'8 .Flour. Send
or express money order, and we will
eoupons and 3.90 In cash, draft, pnxtal
and re
end yoo one of these beautiful sets by freight.; Address coupons
Flour Mills Company,
nlttance to The China Department of the Larittu
Be sure to write Tour name and address plainly.
flubchinson, Kansas.LABABEE'S
Flour are also Rood for Boxers' SilverwM.
The coupons In
and other valuable premiums. Aak for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-GooFlour that maker Baking
d"

MAN-MILL-

Marx and L System Clothes an.

Go

We might write

brimfull of it.

several pages in proof of this; but
Stanfim

i'i

when all is said, the only REAL
proof is trying them on.

We'll

give you our time for yours.

GREEN BERG ER

-

i

Lo-bat-o

TRY

PSTI!

ID

w

:

II II
That of saving you money

s

on a heater. We are doing
it daily for others.

Be sure and see the Fire
Side Hot Blast, the best
stove on the market.
We have still a few desirable secend hand stoves

f.

V

'

1

l that are bargains.
"'--

'
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.
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J,

-

.

..

C,
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No. II

JOHK

UOf

84,45'

DEMONSTRATED 'AGAKI
THE SUPERIORITY

OF "OLD HOMESTEAD" FLOUR

Trade demands (his ilour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."
Our sales, increase daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
its superiority and selling qualities.
Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer

or merchant,

GEI

a Delight

ALL "'G"RqC ERS
.

dcV

have it; but Hart Schaffner a

TAUGHT IN SCHOOLS

Wat-trou-

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

All clothes

high class look.

TO BE

,

PER. POUND

You want in your suit notlly

Just re-

YourClothes Sent

Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

Home Properly

V

'

if lie Home of tbe Best of EverytMitg Eatable;

'

";

Jhjst Received
; FRESH SWEET,V
APPLE CIDER:

When you patronize our fam-ily 'washing department' there
are no annoying delays aud
'regarding'
misunderstandings
the return of your laundered
clothes.
Your washing is called for
regularly each week, it is laundered quickly and delivered
promptly.
Our services prove more sat,

isfactory than washerwoman
service in every respect. Be-- ,
sides you know that our work
is absolutely sanitary.
Phone call brings a wagon
to your door.

Las Vedas Steam
THE GRAAF & liAYVTARD CO. STORE

Laundry
Phoat

Main 81

617 Douglas

Are

is
Sentiment in East Las Vegas
strong for Nathan Jaffa, republican
candidate fqr congressman from New
Mexico. Mr. Jaffa's known ability and
integrity have won for him many
friends among the ranks of men who
call themselves members of rival political parties. Many men who are
wearing Bull Moose buttons say they
will vote for Jaffa ,as do. those who
afe ...walking behind pictures of Wood-roare
Wilson.. The repuBlicans
unted j for, Jaffa and he will get the
entire" republican vote of the East Las
Indications are, too,
Vegas precinct.
that President Taft will get large vote
in this precinct, as1 his views in re-ga.rd to the tariff are in accord with
those of the business, professional and
working men.
Aside from his unwholesome free
trade views, which make him impossible, Mr. Fergusson Is not popular in
Las Vegas, as he has shown a tendency to throw all possible favors to
Albuquerque while leaving the other
towns of the state to rustle for themselves or take the very meager "leavings." The federal government proposes to do many things for New Mexico during the next two years. The
voters do not are to see Albuquerque get the lion's share. And that
is what will happen if Mr. Fergusson
is

......

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

CELEBRA1 ED
Jefferson Raynotds President
Hatfeu RaynoMs CmUc.t
.H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Davis; Vice President
?

i

E. D. Raynoids Vice President

Stephen

B.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

-

;

CAPITAL, 1100,6.00, SURPLUS! AND UNDIVIDED PeOFITS $35, 000

loifiji

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
v

interest Psid on Time B$as
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